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COUNTING SHEAVES ON CALABI-YAU 4-FOLDS, I
JEONGSEOK OH AND RICHARD P. THOMAS
Abstract. Borisov-Joyce constructed a real virtual cycle on compact
moduli spaces of stable sheaves on Calabi-Yau 4-folds, using derived
differential geometry.
We construct an algebraic virtual cycle. A key step is a localisation
of Edidin-Graham’s square root Euler class for SOpr,Cq bundles to the
zero locus of an isotropic section, or to the support of an isotropic cone.
We prove a torus localisation formula, making the invariants com-
putable and extending them to the noncompact case when the fixed
locus is compact.
We give a K-theoretic refinement by defining K-theoretic square root
Euler classes and their localised versions.
In a sequel we prove our invariants reproduce those of Borisov-Joyce.
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1. Introduction
Let X be a Calabi-Yau 4-fold: a smooth complex projective variety with
trivial canonical bundle KX – OX and H ipOXq “ 0 for i “ 1, 2, 3 for
simplicity. Let M denote a moduli space of Gieseker stable sheaves on X
of fixed topological type. We assume throughout that there are no strictly
semistable sheaves, so that M is projective.
First order deformations of a sheaf F P M are given by Ext1pF,F q and
there is a natural obstruction space Ext2pF,F q. These fit together over M
to give it an “obstruction theory” in the sense of [BF, LT]; see Section 4.1
for more details. But this obstruction theory is not “perfect” because the
higher obstruction space Ext3pF,F q need not vanish. Therefore the theories
of Behrend-Fantechi and Li-Tian do not giveM a virtual cycle, and we must
find another approach.
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Formal picture. The crucial feature of the set-up is thatmorally we should
think of M as the zero locus of an isotropic section s P ΓpA, Eq of an
SOpr,Cq bundle E over a smooth ambient variety A,
(1) pE, qq

qps, sq “ 0.
M “ s´1p0q Ă A,
s
WW
Here q is the quadratic form on E and qps, sq “ 0 is the isotropic condition.
This moral picture is literally true— globally — if we allow A to be infinite
dimensional. This is for gauge theoretic reasons [DT, Th1, CL] explained in
Appendix 9; in particular see (116).
In finite dimensional algebraic geometry it is also true locally by the results
of [BBBJ, BG, BBJ], building on [PTVV]. Here we can take A “ Ext1pF,F q
and E to be the trivial bundle with fibre Ext2pF,F q and quadratic form
given by Serre duality. (We also use further work [CGJ] of Team Joyce to
restrict from Opr,Cq to SOpr,Cq.) And while there is in general no global
finite dimensional model like (1), its infinitesimal version — the derivative
of (1) at M Ă A — does globalise. In particular we show in Proposition 4.3
that the limit of the graphs Γts of the sections ts defines a global isotropic
cone C in an SOpr,Cq bundle E over M ,
(2) C :“ lim
tÑ8
Γts Ă E.
This will be sufficient to construct the “right” virtual cycle, though that is
not the intersection of the graph of s, or the cone C, with the zero section of
E (i.e. a localised Euler class of E). This would give the “wrong” answer, as
can be seen most clearly in the gauge theoretic set-up described in Appendix
9. In finite dimensions it would mean the (complex) virtual dimension is
ext1pF,F q ´ ext2pF,F q, which is not invariant as we deform F .1
Borisov-Joyce. Since SOpr,Cq is homotopy equivalent to SOpr,Rq there
is an associated real subbundle ER Ă E such that E “ ERbC and on which
the quadratic form is a real metric | ¨ |2. With respect to the splitting
(3) E – ER ‘ iER
we have a splitting of the section s “ ps`, s´q. The isotropic condition
qps, sq “ 0 becomes |s`|2 ´ |s´|2 “ 0, so |s|2 “ |s`|2 ` |s´|2 “ 2|s`|2 and2
(4) s “ 0 ðñ s` “ 0.
Therefore we can consider M as being cut out (set-theoretically) by s` “ 0
instead of s “ 0. So we might give M a (real!) virtual cycle by intersecting
1Another point of view is see what happens if we change the local model (1) by replacing
A by its product with a vector space V . Then we replace E by E‘V ‘V ˚ with its obvious
quadratic structure. This changes the virtual dimension dimA´ rankE by ´ dimV .
2These are the precise finite dimensional analogues of the gauge theoretic equations
(119) in Appendix 9.
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the graph of s` with the zero section inside ER. Equivalently by the pro-
jection formula for E Ñ ER we can intersect Γs or our isotropic cone C (2)
with iER inside E; the result lies in the zero section M since q is definite on
iER but vanishes identically on Γs or C.
This is effectively what Borisov-Joyce do in their seminal work [BJ]. They
work with real derived differential geometry to glue (in a weak categorical
sense) the finite dimensional local models pA, ER, s`q to produce a Kuranishi
structure on M and hence a virtual cycle rM svir P HvdpM,Zq. Here the real
virtual dimension vd :“ 2ext1pF,F q ´ ext2pF,F q is
(5) vd “ ext1pF,F q ´ ext2pF,F q ` ext3pF,F q “ χpOXq ´ χpF,F q
by Serre duality. This is independent of F PM .
However, real derived differential geometry is both unfamiliar and com-
plicated, leading to invariants which seem almost impossible to calculate.
Square root Euler classes. Morally then — pretending for now the model
(1) is global — the Borisov-Joyce virtual cycle is the Euler class of ER,
localised to the zeros of s`. When r is odd — equivalently when vd (5) is
odd — this Euler class is 2-torsion, and in [OT2] we show the Borisov-Joyce
class vanishes when we use Z
“
1
2
‰
coefficients.
So for the rest of this Introduction we assume vd is even, write r “ 2n
and consider a holomorphic SOp2n,Cq bundle E over a scheme Y . (We do
not require its quadratic structure to be Zariski locally trivial — in general
it will only be locally trivial in the e´tale or analytic topology.) Then (3)
gives epEq “ p´1qnepERq2 so we can think of epERq as defining a “square
root Euler class” for E, ?
epEq :“ epERq.
It is natural to ask if it lifts to the Chow cohomology group AnpY,Zq. While
Field and Totaro [Fi] proved it does not in general, Edidin-Graham [EG1,
Theorem 3] proved that it does lift if we use Z
“
1
2
‰
coefficients.
In place of the real subbundle ER Ă E, Edidin-Graham use a maximal
isotropic holomorphic subbundle3 Λ Ă E. Notice that projection to ER gives
an isomorphism Λ – ER by the computation (4). Thus epEq “ p´1qnepΛq2,
as can also be seen from the exact sequence
0 ÝÑ Λ ÝÑ E ÝÑ Λ˚ ÝÑ 0.
We denote the resulting Edidin-Graham class by
?
epEq :“ p´1q|Λ|cnpΛq P AnpY q.
This is independent of Λ. The sign p´1q|Λ| is specified in Definition 2.2.
3By replacing Y by a certain bundle rY over it (cf. the splitting principle) we may
assume without loss of generality that such a Λ exists. This is the step that forces us to
invert 2 in the coefficients.
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Cosection localisation. This suggests defining a version of the Edidin-
Graham class localised to the zero locus of an isotropic section, or to the
support of an isotropic cone, to produce an algebraic version of Borisov-
Joyce’s class in the Chow group of M .
So given an isotropic section s, we try to intersect its graph Γs with a
maximal isotropic subbundle Λ Ă E. This is entirely analogous to the real
setting where we intersected Γs with iER Ă E. But while the computation
(4) showed that the intersection Γs X iER lies in the zero section 0E , this
does not hold for Γs X Λ in general.
Instead we note that the normal bundle to Λ Ă E is (the pullback of)
Λ˚ so the tautological section of Λ defines a natural cosection NΛ{E Ñ O.
The isotropic condition implies that the cone CΓsXΛ{Γs Ă NΛ{E lies in the
kernel of this cosection. Therefore by Kiem-Li [KL1] the Fulton-MacPherson
intersection of Γs and Λ inside E can be localised to the zeros of this cosection
on Γs X Λ, i.e. to the zeros of s.
Results. We summarise some of our results, leaving full explanations and
definitions to the main text.
Theorem. Fix an SOp2n,Cq bundle E over a scheme Y and an isotropic
section s with zeros ι : Zpsq ãÑ Y . There is an operator
?
epE, sq : A˚
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ A˚´n`Zpsq,Z“12‰˘
such that ι˚ ˝
?
epE, sq is cap product with the Edidin-Graham class ?epEq.
The Fulton-MacPherson construction of the localisation of the classical
Euler class to the zeros of a section uses the Gysin operator 0!E associated to
the zero section 0E of the bundle. In our setting there is also a square-rooted
analogue.
Theorem. Fix an SOp2n,Cq bundle E over a scheme Y and an isotropic
cone C Ă E supported over Z Ă Y . There is an operatorb
0!E : A˚
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ A˚´n`Z,Z“12‰˘
with good properties. When C is contained in a maximal isotropic subbundle
Λ Ă E then ‘0!E “ p´1q|Λ|0!Λ.
Precise details, including fixing the above sign, are in Section 3.1. There
we prove various compatibilities and desirable properties of these operators
such as their behaviour under passing to the reductionKK{K by an isotropic
subbundle K Ă E, and a Whitney sum formula.
We also prove K-theoretic analogues. For explanations and full details
see Section 5; for now let us simply recall that the K-theoretic Euler class
of a bundle E on a scheme Y is
epEq :“
rankEÿ
i“0
p´1qiΛiE˚ P K0pY q.
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When E has a section s transverse to its zero section 0E this is the class
rOZpsqs of the structure sheaf of its zero locus. When E is an SOp2n,Cq
bundle we define a square-rooted analogue
?
epEq.
Theorem. Fix an SOp2n,Cq bundle E over a scheme Y . There is a natural
class
?
epEq P K0`Y,Z“12‰˘ such that ?epEq2 “ p´1qnepEq.
When E admits a maximal isotropic subbundle Λ Ă E then
?
epEq “ p´1q|Λ|epΛq b
?
detΛ.
The use of Z
“
1
2
‰
coefficients ensures the existence and uniqueness of‘
det Λ; see Lemma 5.1. In various special cases — such as when the
SOp2n,Cq bundle is Zariski locally trivial, admits a spin bundle or admits
a maximal isotropic subbundle — there are many related classes in the lit-
erature [An, CLL, Ch, EG1, KO, OS, PV]. Some use different twistings,
some use rational coefficients, some are localised to the zeros of an isotropic
section, and most are defined only up to an overall sign. Our class unifies
them, fixing the overall sign and twisting to ensure its square is p´1qnepEq,
while removing any assumptions of Zariski local triviality, the existence of
maximal isotropics or of spin bundles.
Theorem. Fix an SOp2n,Cq bundle E over a scheme Y and an isotropic
section s with zeros ι : Zpsq ãÑ Y . There is an operator
?
epE, sq : K0
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ K0`Zpsq,Z“ 12‰˘
such that ι˚
?
e pE, sq is tensor product with ?epEq P K0`Y,Z“12‰˘.
The K-theoretic analogue of the Gysin operator 0!E is the (derived) pull-
back operator 0˚E . Again, there is a square-rooted version.
Theorem. Fix an SOp2n,Cq bundle E over a scheme Y and an isotropic
cone C Ă E supported over Z Ă Y . There is an operatorb
0˚E : K0
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ K0`Z,Z“ 12‰˘
with good properties. When C is contained in a maximal isotropic subbundle
Λ Ă E then ‘0˚E “ p´1q|Λ|?detΛ ¨ 0˚Λ.
Virtual cycles. Proposition 4.3 proves the cone C Ă E of (2) is isotropic.
Therefore we may apply
‘
0!E to rCs, and
‘
0˚E to rOC s, to define our virtual
cycle and twisted4 virtual structure sheaf.
4The twisting by
a
detT˚
A
is necessary to get a well-defined class; see the discussion
after Definition 5.9.
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Theorem. The following are well-defined, independent of choices, and de-
formation invariant,
rM svir :“
b
0!E rCs P A 1
2
vd
`
M,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
,
pOvirM :“ b0˚E rOC s ¨bdetT ˚A P K0`M,Z“ 12‰˘.
They are related over Q by a virtual Riemann-Roch formula,
τM
` pOvirM ˘ “ ?td`T virM ˘X rM svir,
where T virM |F “ Ext1pF,F q ´ Ext2pF,F q ` Ext3pF,F q.
In fact we can define rM svir, pOvirM when X is quasi-projective and M
parameterises compactly supported sheaves thereon. (Projectivity is only
required to prove deformation invariance.) To show they are nontrivial we
calculate them on local Calabi-Yau 4-folds X “ KY in Section 8. There they
reduce to the usual 3-fold virtual cycle — and Nekrasov-Okounkov-twisted
virtual structure sheaf — on the moduli space of sheaves on Y . And on
general projective Calabi-Yau 4-folds X we show in the sequel [OT2] that
our virtual cycle agrees with Borisov-Joyce’s [BJ] on inverting 2.
Theorem ([OT2]). For X projective and vd even our class rM svir and
Borisov-Joyce’s rM svirBJ P HvdpM,Zq have the same image under the maps
rM svir P A 1
2
vd
`
M,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
Hvd
`
M,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
.
++
❲❲❲❲❲
33
❢❢❢❢
❢rM svirBJ P HvdpM,Zq
If vd is odd then Borisov-Joyce’s class is zero after inverting 2.
In particular the resulting invariants — given by integrating insertions in
integral cohomology over the virtual cycle — lie in Z Ă Z“12‰, which is not
obvious from our construction.
As a further indication that our classes should be more computable than
Borisov-Joyce’s, we prove torus localisation formulae for them.
Theorem. Suppose T :“ C˚ acts on a quasi-projective Calabi-Yau 4-fold X
preserving the holomorphic 4-form. Let ι : MT ãÑ M denote the fixed locus
of the induced T action on M . Then
rM svir “ ι˚
“
MT
‰vir
?
e
T
pNvirq P A
T
1
2
vd
pM,Qq“t´1‰,
pOvirM “ ι˚ pOvirMT?
e
T
pNvirq P K
T
0 pMq bZrt,t´1s Qptq.
Here t is the 1-dimensional weight 1 representation of T and t “ c1ptq.
For full details and explanations see Section 7. In particular this allows us
to make sense of CY4 sheaf counting (for insertions which lift to equivari-
ant cohomology) and K-theoretic sheaf counting in noncompact equivariant
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settings, so long as the fixed locus MT is compact. Finally we show in
(107) that the isomorphism τ
MT
: K0pMTqQ Ñ A˚pMTqQ maps the second
localisation formula to the first, twisted by the restriction of
?
tdpT virM q.
There are already a number of papers making calculations of DT4 in-
variants by assuming the Borisov-Joyce virtual cycle takes a nice algebro-
geometric form in special cases [CK1, CK2, CKM1, CKM2, CMT1, CMT2,
CT1, CT2, DSY, Ne, NP]. This paper gives those references a theoretical
foundation, justifying many of their results.
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Notation We use E˚ for the dual of a vector bundle E, reserving E_ for
the derived dual of a complex or object of the derived category.
Given a codimension d regular embedding ι : Z ãÑ Y of schemes, we use
ι! to denote both the Gysin map A˚pY q Ñ A˚´dpZq and the refined Gysin
map A˚pY 1q Ñ A˚´dpZ 1q for any scheme Y 1 Ñ Y and Z 1 :“ Y 1ˆY Z. These
are denoted ι˚ and ι! respectively in [Fu, Section 6.2].
2. (Special) orthogonal bundles
In this paper a central role will be played by orthogonal bundles, their
maximal isotropic subbundles, their maximal positive definite real subbun-
dles, and the relationsip between the two. Throughout we work over a
complex quasi-projective scheme Y .
2.1. Oprq and SOprq bundles. By an orthogonal bundle we mean a pair
pE, qq, where E is a rank r vector bundle over Y and
q : E b E ÝÑ OY
is a nondegenerate quadratic form. By the Gram-Schmidt process (which
uses square roots) we can pick an e´tale-local orthonormal basis for pE, qq,
(6) e1, . . . , er such that qpei, ejq “ δij .
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Transition functions from one such normal form to another lie in Opr,Cq,
giving a 1-1 correspondence between isomorphism classes of pairs pE, qq and
Opr,Cq principal bundles in the e´tale topology.
The quadratic form induces an isomorphism q : E
„ÝÑ E˚ and thus an
isomorphism Λrq : ΛrE Ñ ΛrE˚, giving5
(7)
`
ΛrE
˘b2 „ÝÝÑ OY .
An orientation is a choice of square root of (7).
Definition 2.1. An orientation on pE, qq is a trivialisation
(8) o : OY ÝÑ ΛrE
whose square is the inverse of (7).
In the e´tale local orthonormal trivialisation teiu of (6), the isomorphism
q : E Ñ E˚ takes ei to the dual basis fi of E˚. Therefore (7) maps
pe1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ erqb2 to 1 and o is ˘e1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ er. Transition functions from
one such normal form to another, preserving o, lie in SOpr,Cq. There-
fore an orientation is equivalent to a reduction of structure group of our
e´tale principal frame bundle from Opr,Cq to SOpr,Cq, giving a 1-1 corre-
spondence between isomorphism classes of SOpr,Cq principal bundles and
oriented orthogonal bundles pE, q, oq.
Note that if pE, qq is a Zariski locally trivial6 orthogonal bundle then it is
automatically orientable since then the Z{2-bundle of orientations is Zariski
locally trivial and therefore trivial.
Maximal positive definite real subbundle. Let ER Ă E denote a max-
imal real subbundle on which q is real and positive definite. For instance
we can use a partition of unity argument to patch together the real spans
of the local orthonormal frames (6). We get a real orthogonal splitting
E – ER ‘ iER “ ER bR C.
Conversely, given a positive definite real quadratic form qR on ER, we get
a negative definite quadratic form on iER, and their direct sum is a non-
degenerate complex quadratic form q “ qR b C on E. Thus, topologically,
Opr,Cq and Opr,Rq bundles are equivalent, reflecting the homotopy equiv-
alence Opr,Rq Ă Opr,Cq.
Since SOpr,Rq Ă SOpr,Cq is also a homotopy equivalence, an orientation
on E in the sense of Definition 2.1 must be equivalent to an orientation
on ER in the usual sense. Obviously a trivialisation oR of Λ
r
RER induces a
5Our convention for the isomorphism pΛpEq˚ – ΛpE˚ is that the pairing of the local
sections e1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ep of ΛpE and f1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ fp of ΛpE˚ is det
`
fipejq
˘
1ďi,jďp
. Thus if
teiu, tfiu are dual bases for E, E˚ then tfi1^¨ ¨ ¨^fipu is the dual basis to tei1^¨ ¨ ¨^eipu.
6By this we mean E admits q-orthonormal frames Zariski locally. Such bundles pE, qq
are in 1-1 correspondence with Zariski locally trivial Opr,Cq bundles, and admit two
reductions to SOpr,Cq bundles. Beware that [EG1] use a different definition of Zariski
local triviality, probably for characteristic 2 reasons that we can ignore.
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trivialisation oRbRC of ΛrE – pΛrRERqbRC. In our local orthonormal basis
(6) this takes e1 ^R ¨ ¨ ¨ ^R er to e1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ er, whose square is indeed the
inverse of (7). Conversely, given an orientation o in the sense of (8), its real
part oR under Λ
rE – ΛrRER ‘ iΛrRER gives a classical orientation on ER.
Maximal isotropic subbundles. Write r as either 2n or 2n ` 1. We
call an algebraic subbundle Λ Ă pE, qq isotropic if q|Λ ” 0 and maximal
isotropic if it also has maximal rank n. The quadratic form gives a surjection
q : E{ΛÑ Λ˚. When r “ 2n and Λ is maximal isotropic, we thus get a short
exact sequence
(9) 0 ÝÑ Λ ÝÑ E ÝÑ Λ˚ ÝÑ 0.
Working Zariski locally, pick a basis of sections e1, . . . , en for Λ with dual
basis f1, . . . , fn for Λ
˚. By a version of the Gram-Schmidt process (without
square roots!)7 we can lift the fi to E in such a way that their span Λ
˚ Ă E
is also maximal isotropic. Thus, Zariski locally, (9) splits and E is trivial
with basis of sections e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn satisfying
(10) qpei, ejq “ 0 “ qpfi, fjq, qpei, fjq “ δij .
When r “ 2n ` 1, instead E{Λ sits inside an exact sequence
0 ÝÑ ΛK{Λ ÝÑ E{Λ ÝÑ Λ˚ ÝÑ 0,
where ΛK{Λ is a line bundle with a nondegenerate quadratic form inherited
from q. Working locally, splitting as before and choosing an orthonormal
section e of ΛK{Λ, we get a local basis of sections e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn, e
satisfying (10) and
(11) qpe, eiq “ 0 “ qpe, fiq, qpe, eq “ 1.
Thus we get normal forms (10) and (11) for pE, qq which differ from the
orthonormal form (6). (They correspond to writing the first 2n terms of the
quadratic form
řr
i“1 x
2
i as
řn
i“1 xiyi by a change of basis.)
Signs of maximal isotropics. Fix r “ 2n. Continuing with the same
local basis tei, fiu from (10), let tEi, Fiu denote the dual basis of E˚. Then
q : E Ñ E˚ maps ei ÞÑ Fi, fi ÞÑ Ei and thus ei ^ fi ÞÑ Fi ^ Ei “ ´Ei ^ Fi.
Therefore the map (7) takes`
e1 ^ f1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ en ^ fn
˘b2 ÞÝÑ p´1qn.
So in this normal form, an orientation o is one of ˘ine1 ^ f1 ^ . . . en ^ fn.
Definition 2.2. Given a maximal isotropic subbundle Λ Ă pE, q, oq, define
its sign p´1q|Λ| by o “ p´1q|Λ|p´iqne1 ^ f1 ^ . . . en ^ fn.
We call Λ positive if p´1q|Λ| “ `1 and negative if p´1q|Λ| “ ´1.
7Replace any lift of f1 to E by f1 ´ 12 qpf1, f1qe1 to make it isotropic. Do the same for
f2, then replace it by f2 ´ qpf1, f2qe1 to ensure it is orthogonal to f1. Etc.
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It is easy to check that picking a different local basis ei for Λ we get the
same notion of sign. Replacing o by ´o swaps signs. The sets of positive and
negative maximal isotropic subspaces of C2n (with its standard quadratic
form) form the two connected components of the orthogonal Grassmannian
OGrpn, 2nq.
Put another way, given a maximal isotropic Λ Ă pE, qq, the exact sequence
(9) gives a canonical isomorphism
Λ2nE – ΛnpΛq b ΛnpΛ˚q – OY ,
and the 2n-forms corresponding to ˘in are orientations in the sense of Def-
inition 2.1. Choosing
(12) p´1q 12npn´1qp´iqn P ΓpOY q – ΓpΛ2nEq
defines an orientation8 pE, q, oq with respect to which Λ is positive. In
particular the existence of a maximal isotropic reduces the structure group
of pE, qq from Op2n,Cq to SOp2n,Cq. (In fact more is true: pE, qq is Zariski
locally trivial, as we showed in (10).)
So we have expressed the notion of orientation of pE, qq in terms of both
the maximal real positive definite subbundle ER and in terms of maximal
positive isotropic subbundles. We describe the relationship between the two.
Firstly, given any maximal isotropic Λ Ă E, it is isomorphic (as a real
bundle) to ER via the composition
Λ ãÝÑ E – ER ‘ iER ÝÑ ER,
because q is negative definite on iER and zero on Λ so their intersection is
t0u. The complex structure on Λ endows it with a natural real orientation.
Thus the above isomorphism induces an orientation on ER. Then a simple
computation in local bases shows the following.
Proposition 2.3. Fix an SOp2n,Cq bundle pE, q, oq. A maximal isotropic
Λ Ă E is positive if and only if the orientation it induces on ER is oR. 
This result is the reason for the choice of signs in Definition 2.2. (If we
had instead asked for o “ ine1^ f1^ . . . en^ fn then Λ would have induced
the orientation p´1qnoR on ER if and only if it were positive.) On C2 with
its standard quadratic form x2` y2 and orientation Bx^By our conventions
are therefore that xBx ´ iByy is positive and xBx ` iByy is negative.
3. Localised Edidin-Graham class
Fix a quasi-projective scheme Y . Since SOpr,Cq Ą SOpr,Rq is a homo-
topy equivalence, the Euler class epERq P HrpY,Zq provides a topological
8The sign comes from e1 ^ f1 ^ . . . en ^ fn “ p´1q 12npn´1qe1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ en ^ f1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ fn.
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characteristic class for SOpr,Cq bundles pE, q, oq over Y . We call it a “square
root Euler class”
?
epEq since9
epEq “ p´1q 12 rpr´1qepERq2.
For the rest of this Section we fix r “ 2n. It is then natural to ask if epERq
lifts to the Chow cohomology group AnpY,Zq. Field and Totaro [Fi] proved
it does not in general, but Edidin-Graham [EG1, Theorem 3] proved that it
does lift if we use Z
“
1
2
‰
coefficients.
In place of the maximal real positive definite subbundle ER Ă E, Edidin-
Graham use maximal isotropic subbundles Λ Ă E. Since these need not
exist on Y in general, they pull back to a bundle rY Ñ Y on which they do
(cf. the splitting principle). Pulling back to rY is what loses the 2-primary
information, forcing us to invert 2.
3.1. Edidin-Graham square root Euler class. Given an SOp2n,Cq bun-
dle pE, q, oq we let ρ : rY Ñ Y be the bundle of length n ´ 1 isotropic flags
in E [EG1, Section 6]. So as a set,
(13) rY :“  py,E1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă En´1 Ă Eyq : y P Y, dimEi “ i, q|Ei ” 0(.
Let Ei Ă ρ˚E denote the tautological universal isotropic subbundle of rank i.
Then EKn´1{En´1 inherits an orthogonal structure from q and an orientation
from the trivialisation ´p´1q 12npn`1qin´1ρ˚poq of
ρ˚Λ2nE – Λ2`EKn´1{En´1˘b Λn´1En´1 b Λn´1pE˚n´1q – Λ2`EKn´1{En´1˘.
Thus EKn´1{En´1 is an SOp2,Cq bundle, and so splits as a direct sum of
isotropic line bundles L‘ L´1, with L positive and L´1 negative. (Locally
this is just the observation that the quadratic form xy on C2 admits precisely
two isotropic lines x “ 0 and y “ 0; globally we use the orientation to choose
the positive line and call it L.)
Pulling L Ă EKn´1{En´1 back to EKn´1 defines a positive maximal isotropic
Λρ :“ L` En´1 Ă EKn´1 Ă ρ˚E
and Edidin-Graham prove that cnpΛρq descends to Y if we invert 2.
More precisely, there exists a distinguished class with degree 2n´1 over Y,
(14) h P Anpn´1q`rY ,Z˘ with ρ˚h “ 2n´1
by [EG1, Proposition 5]. Using this Edidin-Graham define
(15)
?
epEq :“ 1
2n´1
ρ˚
`
hY cnpΛρq
˘ P An`Y,Z“12‰˘
and show it satisfies
ρ˚
?
epEq “ cnpΛρq.
9An oriented basis e1, . . . , er for ER gives a real basis e1, . . . , er, ie1, . . . , ier for E “
ER‘iER. The induced orientation differs by p´1q 12 rpr´1q from the natural real orientation
induced by the complex structure on E, which has oriented real basis e1, ie1, . . . , er, ier.
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Moreover it is the unique class with this property since ρ˚ is injective with
left inverse 21´nρ˚phY ¨ q on A˚
` ¨ ,Z“ 12‰˘. The exact sequence 0Ñ Λρ Ñ
ρ˚E Ñ Λ˚ρ Ñ 0 gives ρ˚c2npEq “ cnpΛρqcnpΛ˚ρq “ p´1qncnpΛρq2, so
epEq “ p´1qn`?epEq˘2.
Moreover, since the composition Λρ Ă ρ˚E Ñ ρ˚ER preserves orientations,
cnpΛρq “ epERq in cohomology, so?
epEq “ epERq in H2n
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
.
Finally if E (rather than its pull back ρ˚E) admits a maximal isotropic
Λ Ă E then by [EG1, Theorem 1(c)] we have
(16) cnpΛq “ p´1q|Λ|
?
epEq.
As a consequence, given two oriented orthogonal bundles pEi, qi, oiq we can
compute
?
e
`
E1‘E2q using the positive maximal isotropic Λρ1‘Λρ2 on the
bundle rY :“ rY1ˆY rY2 over Y . Here ρi : rYi Ñ Y is the cover associated to Ei.
Since epΛρ1 ‘ Λρ2q “ epΛρ1qepΛρ2q on rY we find a Whitney sum formula
(17)
?
epE1 ‘ E2q “
?
epE1q
?
epE2q.
Given an isotropic subbundle K Ă E of an orthogonal bundle pE, qq, a
standard operation is to take its reduction
(18) KK{K.
Locally E “ KK{K ‘ pK ‘ K˚q, and we can give the orthogonal bundle
K ‘K˚ the standard orientation of (12) so that K ãÑ K ‘K˚ is a positive
maximal isotropic. Thus an orientation on E then induces an orientation
on KK{K. Let ρ : rY Ñ Y be the bundle of isotropic flags for KK{K, with
positive maximal isotropic Λρ Ă KK{K. Then we get an induced positive
maximal isotropic
(19) Λ :“ Λρ ˆKK{K KK Ă ρ˚E
sitting in an exact sequence 0 Ñ K Ñ Λ Ñ Λρ Ñ 0. This gives cnpΛq “
ckpKqcn´kpΛρq where k :“ rankK, and so
(20)
?
epEq “ ?e`KK{K˘epKq.
3.2. Localisation by an isotropic section. Let pE, q, oq be an oriented
SOp2n,Cq-bundle over Y and suppose s P ΓpEq is an isotropic section:
qps, sq “ 0. Let i : Zpsq ãÑ Y denote its zero scheme. In this section, we will
construct a localised square root Euler class — an operator10?
epE, sq : A˚
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ A˚´n`Zpsq,Z“12‰˘
such that
i˚ ˝
?
epE, sq “ ?epEq X p ¨ q.
10In fact it can be constructed as a bivariant class [Fu, Chapter 17]
?
epE, sq P
An
`
i : Zpsq Ñ Y,Z“ 1
2
‰˘
whose composition with i˚ gives the bivariant class
?
epEq P
An
`
id : Y Ñ Y,Z“ 1
2
‰˘
, but we will not strictly need this language.
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Special case. To begin with we suppose that E admits a maximal isotropic
Λ Ă E. Here we can construct a localised class with integer coefficients. By
[KO] it coincides, over Q at least, with the one constructed by Polishchuk-
Vaintrob [PV] by different methods.
We have the exact sequence
(21) 0 ÝÑ Λ ÝÑ E πÝÝÑ Λ˚ ÝÑ 0.
By (16) we know p´1qn`|Λ|?epEq “ p´1qncnpΛq “ cnpΛ˚q, which is repre-
sented by the Fulton-MacPherson intersection of the graph of s˚ :“ πpsq P
ΓpΛ˚q with the 0-section of Λ˚.
In turn this is described by first linearising the graph Γs* Ă Λ˚ about the
zero locus Z˚ of s˚, replacing it with the cone
CZ˚{Y Ă Λ˚
ˇˇ
Z˚
.
This is the limit11 of the graphs Γts* Ă Λ˚ as tÑ8; see [Fu, Remark 5.1.1]
for instance.
Intersecting CZ˚{Y with the zero section of Λ
˚|Z˚ defines the Fulton-
MacPherson localisation of cnpΛ˚q to Z˚. But we would like to localise it
further to Zpsq Ă Z˚ by using the “other half ” of the section s.
Note that on restriction to Z˚ the section s P ΓpEq factors through Λ|Z˚ ,
thus defining a map of bundles over Z˚
(22) rs : Λ˚ ˇˇ
Z˚
ÝÑ OZ˚
with zero scheme Zpsq Ă Z˚. In the language of [KL1], (22) is a cosection
of Λ˚. By Lemma 3.1 below, the fact that s is isotropic forces rs to be
identically zero on CZ˚{Y Ă Λ˚|Z˚ . Therefore, by [KL1, Proposition 1.3], the
intersection of CZ˚{Y with the zero section 0Λ˚ |Z˚ can be cosection localised
to the zero locus Zpsq of rs by an operator
0!, locΛ˚ , rs : A˚`CZ˚{Y ˘ ÝÑ A˚´n`Zpsq˘
sitting in the following commutative diagram with the Fulton-MacPherson
Gysin operator 0!Λ˚ ,
A˚pY q // A˚
`
CZ˚{Y
˘ 0 !, locΛ˚ , rs //

A˚´n
`
Zpsq˘

i˚
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
A˚
`
Λ˚
ˇˇ
Z˚
˘ 0 !
Λ˚ // A˚´npZ˚q // A˚´npY q.
Here the vertical arrows, and the arrows in the triangle, are the obvious push-
forward maps. Letting the first horizontal arrow be the specialisation map
W ÞÑ CWXZ˚{W of [Fu, Proposition 5.2], the composition right-down-right-
right A˚pY q Ñ A˚´npY q is cap product with cnpΛ˚q “ p´1qn`|Λ|
?
e pEq by
11As a subscheme of the total space Λ˚. That is, we are taking the unique limit in the
Hilbert scheme of Λ˚.
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[Fu, Example 6.3.4]. Therefore denoting the horizontal composition across
the top of the diagram by p´1qn`|Λ|?epE, s,Λq defines an operator
(23)
?
epE, s,Λq : A˚pY q ÝÑ A˚´n
`
Zpsq˘
such that
(24) i˚ ˝
?
epE, s,Λq “ ?epEq X p ¨ q.
Lemma 3.1. The cosection rs of (22) is zero on CZ˚{Y Ă Λ˚|Z˚ .
Proof. We may work locally, where (21) splits as in (10) so that E – Λ‘Λ˚
with the canonical quadratic form. Therefore s “ sΛ ‘ s˚ also splits, and
the isotropic condition qps, sq “ 0 becomes
xs˚, sΛy “ 0.
Multiplying by t and considering sΛ as a (fibrewise linear) function rsΛ on
the total space of Λ˚, this says that
(25) rsΛ ˇˇΓts* ” 0.
Since rsΛ restricts on Λ˚|Z˚ to the function rs of (22), taking limtÑ8(25) givesrs|CZ˚{Y ” 0. 
General case. We can now define the localised square root Euler class in
general by working on the cover ρ : rY Ñ Y (13). As before, to descend back
to Y via (15) we have to invert 2.
Definition 3.2. Given an isotropic section s P ΓpEq of an SOp2n,C) bundle
pE, q, oq we define the localised square root Euler class
?
epE, sq : A˚
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ A˚´n`Zpsq,Z“12‰˘
by
(26)
?
epE, sq :“ 1
2n´1
ρ˚
`
hY?epρ˚E, ρ˚s,Λρq
˘
.
By (24) and (15) this satisfies
(27) i˚ ˝
?
epE, sq “ ?epEq X p ¨ q.
3.3. Localisation by an isotropic cone. We continue with an SOp2n,Cq
bundle pE, q, oq over Y . Given an isotropic section we have described how to
localise
?
epEq to Zpsq. In our application, Zpsq will provide a local model
for the moduli space of sheaves on a Calabi-Yau 4-fold. We will not be able
to see E, Y or s, but the obstruction theory on the moduli space will enable
us to see the limiting data12 CZpsq{Y Ă E|Zpsq. So we would like to make
sense of the idea that the cone CZpsq{Y should be isotropic in E|Zpsq, and
recover the localised operator
?
epE, sq from this data alone.
12Note this is a different cone from the one CZ˚{Y considered in the previous Section.
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So suppose given the data of a subscheme Z Ă Y and a cone C Ă E|Z
supported on Z. We call C isotropic if q, thought of as a function on the
total space of E (quadratic on the fibres), vanishes on the subscheme C.
Letting p : E Ñ Y be the projection map from the total space, and de-
noting the tautological section of p˚E by
τE P ΓpE, p˚Eq,
we see that C is isotropic if and only if τE is an isotropic section of p
˚E.
Definition 3.3. For an isotropic cone C Ă E|Z we define the square root
Gysin map by
(28)
b
0!E :“
?
e
`
p˚E
ˇˇ
C
, τE
ˇˇ
C
˘
: A˚
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ A˚´n`Z,Z“ 12‰˘,
noting that the support Z of the cone is the zero locus of τE
ˇˇ
C
.
In the special case that the isotropic cone C Ă E factors through a maxi-
mal isotropic subbundle Λ Ă E, this operator is familiar. It will follow from
Lemma 3.5 below that it isb
0!E “ p´1q|Λ|0!Λ : A˚
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ A˚´n`Y,Z“ 12‰˘.
First we need a preliminary result giving an expression for
‘
0!E that does
not use cosection localisation. Using the zero section and projection
Z
  0C // C,
π
oooo
let’s pretend for a minute that π is proper so that π˚0C˚ “ id and 0C˚ does
not lose any information. This is useful because after pushing forward, our
cosection localised operator becomes the usual Edidin-Graham class, so
(29)
b
0!E a “ π˚0C˚
`?
e
`
π˚E, τE
ˇˇ
C
˘
a
˘ (27)“ π˚`?epπ˚Eq X a˘.
We can turn this fantasy into reality by replacing π : C Ñ Z by its projective
completion13 π : C Ñ Z and extending the pair pπ˚E, τE |Cq of an orthogonal
bundle and an isotropic section from C to C.
To do this we give π˚pE‘OY ‘OY q the quadratic form π˚q‘pxyq, in the
obvious notation. This makes OCp´1q an isotropic subbundle orthogonal to
t0u ‘OY ‘ t0u. Thus on C we get the data of
(i) an orthogonal bundle E :“ Op´1qK{Op´1q,
(ii) an isotropic section τ of E given by the image of the section p0,´1, 0q
of π˚pE ‘OY ‘OY q, such that
(iii) the zero locus of τ is the 0-section 0C , and
(iv) on restriction to j : C Ă C the pair `E, τ˘ restrict to `π˚E, τE |C˘.
This is enough to revive our argument to get a formula for
‘
0!E like (29) in
terms of a global (rather than cosection localised) Edidin-Graham class.
13To define C “ PpC ‘OZq write C “ SpecA‚ for some positively graded algebra A‚.
Take its graded tensor product with B‚ :“Àiě0 OZ and set C :“ ProjpA‚ bB‚q.
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Lemma 3.4. Using the above notation, given a P A˚
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
choose any
a P A˚
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
such that j˚a “ a. Then
(30)
b
0!E a “ π˚
“?
epEq X a‰.
Proof. Since the zero locus 0C of τ lies in the image of j it is immediate
from the construction of the localised class that
?
e
`
E, τ
˘paq “ ?epj˚E, j˚τqpj˚aq.
Since this is
?
e
`
π˚E, τE |C
˘paq “b0!E a we obtainb
0!E a “ π˚0C˚
?
e
`
E, τ
˘paq (27)“ π˚“?epEq X a‰. 
Our first application is the following.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose Λ Ă E is a maximal isotropic subbundle. Thinking
of it as an isotropic cone supported on Y , we have
(31)
b
0!E “ p´1q|Λ|0!Λ : A˚
`
Λ,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ A˚´n`Y,Z“12‰˘.
Proof. We suppress the Z
“
1
2
‰
coefficients throughout. Applying the con-
struction above to the isotropic cone C “ Λ Ă E gives us the data (i)-(iv)
and a diagram of maps
Λ
π
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
  j // Λ
π
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
Y.O/
0
Λ
``❅❅❅❅❅❅❅ /
0
Λ
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
Moreover in this situation we can construct a maximal isotropic subbundle
of E over Λ that restricts on Λ Ă Λ to π˚Λ Ă π˚E. We start with the
maximal isotropic subbundle
π˚pΛ‘OY q ãÝÑ π˚E ‘OΛ ‘OΛ .
The tautological line bundle Op´1q :“ OPpΛ‘OY qp´1q is a line subbundle of
both, and π˚pΛ‘OY q lies in its orthogonal Op´1qK in π˚E ‘OΛ‘OΛ. So
dividing both by Op´1q gives, by the relative Euler sequence, the following
maximal isotropic subbundle of the quadratic bundle E,
(32) Tπp´1q ãÝÑ E “ Op´1qK
L
Op´1q on Λ.
The section p0,´1q of π˚pΛ ‘ OY q projects, under quotienting by Op´1q,
to a section τ of Tπp´1q. Its image in E is the isotropic section τ of (ii). It
restricts over Λ Ă Λ to the Euler vector field on ΛÑ Y , i.e. the tautological
section τΛ of π
˚Λ – Tπ.
Furthermore τ cuts out the zero section 0Λ Ă Λ, and transversally when
thought of as a section of Tπp´1q. Thus
(33) 0
Λ˚
0!
Λ
“ e`Tπp´1q˘ X p ¨ q.
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Therefore, choosing any class a P A˚pΛq such that j˚a “ a,b
0!E a
(30)“ π˚
“?
epEq X a‰ (16)“ ˘π˚`e`Tπp´1q˘ X a˘
(33)“ ˘π˚0Λ˚0!Λ a “ ˘0!Λ a “ ˘0!j˚Λpj˚aq “ ˘0!Λa,
where ˘ is the sign p´1q|Λ|. 
Recall our definition (28)
‘
0!E :“
?
e
`
p˚E
ˇˇ
C
, τE
ˇˇ
C
˘
. If E admits a max-
imal isotropic subbundle Λ Ă E there is an obvious alternative definition
using the operator
?
e
`
p˚E|C , τE |C , p˚Λ
˘
of (23). Our second application
of Lemma 3.4 is to show that they’re the same.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose E admits a maximal isotropic subbundle Λ Ă E and
an isotropic cone C Ă E. Let π : C Ñ Y denote the projection. Thenb
0!E “
?
e
`
π˚E, τE |C , π˚Λ
˘
: A˚
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ A˚´n`Z,Z“12‰˘.
Proof. Lemma 3.4 rests on extending pπ˚E, τE |Cq from C to its projective
completion C, giving the orthogonal bundle and isotropic section pE, τ q.
There may be no extension rΛ Ă E of the maximal isotropic π˚Λ Ă π˚E,
but there is one if we replace C by a certain blow up (away from C).
Namely, π˚Λ Ă π˚E defines a section of the orthogonal Grassmannian
bundle OGrpEq Ñ C over C Ă C. Taking its closure defines the blow up
b : rC Ñ C on which the universal subbundle on OGrpEq restricts to give the
maximal isotropic rΛ Ă b˚E.
So now replacing C
j
ãÝÑ C πÝÝÑ Y by C ãÝÑ rC rπ:“b˝πÝÝÝÝÝÑ Y , the zero
section 0C by 0 rC , the orthogonal bundle and isotropic section pE, τ q by
p rE, rτ q :“ pb˚E, b˚τq, and a by any ra such that ˚ra “ a, the same proof gives
?
e
`
π˚E, τE|C
˘paq “ rπ˚0 rC˚“?e p rE, rτqpraq‰ (27)“ rπ˚“?ep rEq X ra‰.
But replacing (27) by (24) we similarly get
?
e
`
π˚E, τE|C , π˚Λ
˘paq “ rπ˚0 rC˚“?e p rE, rτ , rΛqpraq‰ (24)“ rπ˚“?ep rEq X ra‰.
Thus the left hand sides of these two expressions are equal. 
Our third application of Lemma 3.4 is to derive a Whitney sum formula
for the localised operators
‘
0!E by using the global Whitney sum formula
(17) for Edidin-Graham classes.
Suppose C1, C2 are isotropic cones in SOp2ni,Cq bundles E1, E2 and set
C :“ C1 ‘C2 Ă E1 ‘ E2 “: E.
Let pi : Ei Ñ Y denote the projections from the total spaces. The total
space of E Ñ Y is the total space of p˚1E2 Ñ E1. So we may think of the
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isotropic cone C Ă E as lying in p˚1E2|C1 , with 0-section C1, and form the
composition
(34) A˚
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ‘0 !p*
1
E2ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ A˚´n2
`
C1,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ‘0 !E1ÝÝÝÝÝÑ A˚´n1´n2`Y,Z“12‰˘.
Proposition 3.7. The composition (34) is
‘
0!E ,b
0!E1 ˝
b
0!
p˚
1
E2
“
b
0!E : A˚
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ A˚´n1´n2`Y,Z“12‰˘.
Proof. Associated to the cones Ci Ă Ei we have the data pCi, Ei, τi, jiq from
(i)-(iv) above. Thus we can complete C “ C1‘C2 with C1ˆY C2 instead of
C. On this we have the orthogonal bundle14 E1 ‘ E2 and isotropic section
τ :“ pτ1, τ2q with zero locus the 0-section 0C1ˆY C2 . Applied to these, the
argument of Lemma 3.4 then givesb
0!E a “ pπ1 ˆY π2q˚
“?
epE1 ‘ E2q X a
‰
for any a P A˚pC1ˆY C2q whose pull back pj1ˆY j2q˚ a to C1‘C2 is a. By
(17) and the projection formula this is
π1˚
“?
epE1q X π2˚
`?
epE1q X a
˘‰ (30)“ π1˚ ”?epE1q Xb0!π˚
1
E2
raı ,
where ra is the restriction of a to C1ˆC2. Finally applying (30) to π1˚ givesb
0!E a “
b
0!E1
´
j˚1
b
0!
π˚
1
E2
ra¯ “ b0!E1b0!p˚
1
E2
a. 
A closely variant of this result is the following. Suppose we have15
K Ă C Ă KK Ă pE, q, oq
withK a rank k isotropic subbundle of a rank 2n oriented orthogonal bundle
pE, q, oq and C an isotropic cone. Then C descends to an isotropic cone
C{K Ă KK{K
in the reduction (18) of E by K. Using the orientation described after
(18), the formula (20) for the Edidin-Graham class of KK{K then gives the
following. Note the projection p : C Ñ C{K is flat, so p˚ is defined on cycles.
Proposition 3.8. The square root Gysin classes of E and its reduction
KK{K are related byb
0!
KK{K
“
b
0!E ˝ p˚ : A˚
`
C{K, Z“12‰˘ ÝÑ A˚`k´n`Y, Z“12‰˘.
14We suppress some obvious pull back maps for the sake of clarity. The functoriality?
epp˚F q “ p˚?epF q of the Edidin-Graham class means this adds no hidden dangers.
15If C is an isotropic subbundle then K Ă C implies C Ă KK, but for cones this need
not be true, e.g. if K :“ tx “ 0u in C :“ txy “ 0u inside C2 with quadratic form xy.
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Proof. This result can be proved by deforming C Ă E through orthogonal
bundles with isotropic cones to C{K ‘K Ă pKK{Kq ‘ pK ‘K˚q. Then we
can apply Proposition 3.7, which amounts to working in the compactification
C{K ˆY K of C{K ‘K.
Alternatively we can generalise the proof of Proposition 3.7 by working
in the right compactification of the undeformed C from the beginning. It is
locally isomorphic to C{K ˆY K but is globally twisted.
We start with the projective completion π : C{K Ñ Y of Footnote 13
with the data (i)-(iv) over it. In particular we have the isotropic line
subbundle O
C{Kp´1q ãÑ π˚pKK{K ‘ O ‘ Oq and the orthogonal bundle
KK{K :“ O
C{Kp´1qK{OC{Kp´1q extending KK{K over C{K Ă C{K. Via
the surjection KK Ñ KK{K we get the Cartesian diagram
(35) q˚O
C{K
p´1q   //

π˚
`
KK ‘O˘
q
  // π˚pE ‘O ‘Oq
O
C{Kp´1q 
 // π˚
`
KK{K ‘O˘.
Our compactification of C is the projective bundle C :“ Ppq˚O
C{K
p´1qq
over C{K. The inclusion C Ă C takes c P C to the point rc : 1s in the
projectivisation ofKK‘O sat over the point r[c] : 1s P PpC{K‘OY q “ C{K.
We use the projections
C
p // C{K π // Y.66
Π“π˝p
As the projectivisation of a vector bundle, C :“ Ppq˚O
C{Kp´1qq carries a
tautological line bundle
OCp´1q ãÝÑ p˚
`
q˚O
C{K
p´1q˘ ãÝÑ Π˚`KK ‘O˘ ãÝÑ Π˚pE ‘O ‘Oq,
where we have applied p˚ to (35). SinceOCp´1q is isotropic in Π˚pE‘O‘Oq
we may define the orthogonal bundle
E :“ OCp´1qK
L
OCp´1q over C.
The image of the section p0,´1, 0q of OCp´1qK Ă Π˚pE ‘ O ‘ Oq is an
isotropic section τ of E which cuts out precisely the zero section Y ãÑ C ãÑ
C. Therefore (30) applies again, giving, for a P A˚pCq,
(36)
b
0!E a “ Π˚
“?
e
`
E
˘X a‰,
for any a P A˚pCq which restricts to a on C Ă C. We can also define
K :“
p˚
`
q˚O
C{Kp´1q
˘
OCp´1q
Ă OCp´1q
K
OCp´1q
“ E
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and check that over C Ă C this gives K Ă E. By elementary linear algebra
(37) K
KL
K – p˚ pKK{Kq,
since being orthogonal to q˚O
C{Kp´1q is equivalent to being orthogonal to
K and O
C{K
p´1q. Moreover, C{K “ C{K.
So now suppose a “ p˚b for b P A˚pC{Kq. Choose b P A˚
`
C{K˘ restrict-
ing to b and take a “ p˚b. Then by (20) and (37), equation (36) becomesb
0!E p
˚b “ π˚p˚
“
p˚
?
e
`
KK{K˘e`K ˘X p˚b ‰.
Now p˚e
`
K
˘
is a constant which can be computed on any fibre of p. Since
each fibre is a projective space Pk on which K is TPkp´1q (cf. (32)) we find
the constant is 1. Therefore, by the projection formula,b
0!E p
˚b “ π˚
“?
e
`
KK{K˘X b ‰ (30)“ b0!
KK{K
b. 
Our final application of Lemma 3.4 is to check that the square root Gysin
operator
‘
0!E commutes with refined Gysin operators f
!. Suppose we have
a Cartesian diagram with f a regular embedding of codimension d,
f 1˚C
f2 //
π1 
C
π

X 1

f 1 // Y 1

X
f // Y,
where C is an isotropic cone in an SOp2n,Cq bundle pE, q, oq over Y 1. Given
a P A˚pCq we get the cycle f !a in the isotropic cone f 1˚C Ă f 1˚E.
Lemma 3.9. In the above notation we have
(38) f !
b
0!E “
b
0!f 1˚E f
! : A˚
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ A˚´d´n`X 1,Z“ 12‰˘.
Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 3.4 we have projective completions
π : C Ñ Y 1 and π1 : f 1˚C Ñ X 1 of the cones C, f 1˚C, with a map f2 between
them covering f2. By (30),b
0!E a “ π˚
“?
epEq X a‰,
where as usual a is any extension of a to A˚pCq.
Since we are using Z
“
1
2
‰
coefficients we may replace C by the bundle ρ (13)
over it (and replace f 1˚C by the corresponding flat basechange) to assume
that E admits a positive maximal isotropic Λ. Thus by (16),b
0!E a “ π˚
“
epΛq X a‰.
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By the usual commutativity of Chern classes and refined Gysin maps [Fu,
Proposition 6.3],
f !
“
epΛq X a‰ “ e`f2˚Λ˘X f !a.
Now pushing down by π1˚ and using π
1
˚f
! “ f !π˚ [Fu, Theorem 6.2(a)] gives
f !
b
0!E a “ π1˚
“
e
`
f2
˚
Λ
˘X f !a‰,
which by another application of (16) and (30) is precisely
b
0!f 1˚E f
!a. 
4. Moduli of sheaves on CY4 via orthogonal bundles
Let pX,OX p1qq be a smooth projective 4-fold with a fixed trivialisation
of KX and
H ipOXq “ 0 for 1 ď i ď 3.
Fix a class c P H˚pX,Zq such that OXp1q-Gieseker semistable sheaves with
total Chern class c are all stable. Then there is a projective moduli space
M “MpX, cq of stable sheaves F of charge c. We let LM P DpMq denote the
truncated cotangent complex in the bounded derived category of coherent
sheaves on M . We use π to denote any projection X ˆN Ñ N down X.
4.1. Obstruction theory. Let E be any universal twisted sheaf on XˆM ,
whose existence is proved in [Ca, Propositions 3.3.2, 3.3.4]. The twistings
cancel in RHompE , Eq, giving a complex of sheaves in DpM ˆXq. By [HT,
Theorem 4.1] the truncated Atiyah class of [HT, Equation 4.2] defines an
obstruction theory for M ,
(39) E :“ τ r´2,0s`Rπ˚RHompE , Eqr3s˘ AtÝÝÝÑ LM ,
in the sense of [BF, Definition 4.4]. That is, h0pAtq : h0pEq Ñ ΩM is an
isomorphism, and h´1pAtq : h´1pEq Ñ h´1pLM q is a surjection. The ob-
struction theory (39) has virtual dimension
vd :“ rankE “ ´χpF,F q ` χpOXq,
for any sheaf F on X of the same total Chern class c. Relative Serre duality
down the map π gives an isomorphism
(40) θ : E
„ÝÝÑ E_r2s such that θ “ θ_r2s P HomDpMq
`
E,E_r2s˘.
Since E is perfect16 of amplitude r´2, 0s, rather than r´1, 0s, the obstruction
theory At is not perfect. (In general Ext3pF,F q “ Ext1pF,F q˚ is nonzero
for F PM , so h´2pEq can be nonzero.) So we cannot apply [BF, LT] to get
a virtual cycle. Instead we will follow the Behrend-Fantechi recipe as far
as producing a cone in a vector bundle — in fact an isotropic cone in an
oriented orthogonal bundle — then we will replace their intersection with
the zero section 0!E by the square-rooted analogue
‘
0!E of Definition 3.3.
16Rpi˚RHompE , Eq is perfect. From it remove R4pi˚OXˆM r´4s “ OM r´4s via trace
and R0pi˚OXˆM “ OM via the identity map to give Er´3s, which is therefore also perfect.
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To show the cone (2) is isotropic, we do not know if it is sufficient to have
the duality (40). Instead our proof will use a lifting of this symmetry to
a p´2q-shifted symplectic structure [PTVV], whereupon we can employ the
results of [BBBJ, BBJ, BG]. (Contraction with the shifted symplectic form
then induces a shifted duality LvirM – pLvirM q_r2s on the virtual cotangent
bundle LvirM :“ E, recovering (40).) For this we will need an alternative de-
scription of the obstruction theory (39) using the wonders of derived stacks.
Derived description. Let Mder denote the derived stack [TVa] of stable
sheaves of charge c, with underlying Artin stack M and coarse moduli space
M . Since stable sheaves are simple the projection MÑM is a C˚-bundle.
Let E denote the universal sheaf on X ˆMder. The (derived) cotangent
bundle of Mder is
LMder “
`
Rπ˚RHompE ,E qr1s
˘_ – Rπ˚RHompE ,E qr3s,
by relative Serre duality and the fixed trivialisation of the dualising sheaf
KX of π. Restricting to M ĂMder and truncating gives the composition
τ r´2,0s
`
Rπ˚RHompE ,E qr3s
˘ ÝÑ τ r´2,0sLM ÝÑ τ r´1,0sLM.
The latter is the pullback of LM from M ,
17 and by [STV, Appendix A] the
result is the pullback of the map At: EÑ LM of (39).
Normal form for E. We begin by getting the virtual cotangent bundle
E into a normal form. Call a 3-term complex of locally free sheaves E‚
self-dual if it has the form
(41) E‚ :“  T aÝÝÑ E a˚ÝÝÝÑ T ˚(,
where pE, qq is an orthogonal bundle, inducing the isomorphism E – E˚
used in forming the map a˚ above. Such a complex has an obvious duality
(42) E‚

T
a // E
q≀

a˚ // T ˚
“
E‚r2s :“ pE‚q_r2s pT ˚q˚
pa˚q˚
// E˚
a˚ // T ˚.
We use the standard notation for complexes E‚ that Ei appears in degree
i, with E´i :“ pEiq˚ in degree ´i in the dual complex E‚. Given a map of
complexes ψ‚ : E‚ Ñ F ‚ we denote its dual by ψ‚ :“ pψ‚q_ : F‚ Ñ E‚.
We will show there is a quasi-isomorphism from E to a self-dual complex
E‚ intertwining the Serre duality map θ : E_r2s Ñ E of (40) with the duality
(42). To state this we are careful to distinguish between morphisms inDpMq
and genuine maps of complexes. We denote the former by single letters such
as α, and the latter by α‚.
17Since E and E differ locally by a line bundle, their derived endomorphisms coincide.
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Proposition 4.1. There is a self-dual 3-term complex of locally free sheaves
E‚ (41) and an isomorphism α : E‚ Ñ E in DpMq, such that the following
diagram commutes in DpMq,
E‚
≀α

(42)
// E‚r2s
E
θ // E_r2s.
≀ α_r2s
OO
Furthermore, given an embedding M Ă A in a smooth scheme with ideal I,
we may assume that At ˝α : E‚ Ñ LM is represented by a genuine map of
complexes E‚ Ñ tI{I2 Ñ ΩA|Mu which is surjective in each degree.
Proof. Choose a locally free resolution φ : A‚
„ÝÑ E in DpMq. Then θ : EÑ
E_r2s becomes the morphism φ_r2s ˝ θ ˝ φ : A‚ Ñ A‚r2s in DpMq.
This need not be a genuine map of complexes, however. So we now further
resolve A‚ by a map of complexes ψ‚ : B‚ Ñ A‚, where B‚ is a sufficiently
negative locally free resolution that there exist maps of complexes f‚, g‚
filling in commutative diagrams in DpMq,
B‚
≀ψ‚

f‚
((❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
B‚
φ˝ψ‚

g‚
((◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
A‚
φ ≀

φ_r2s˝θ˝φ
// A‚r2s E
At
// L‚M ,
E
θ
// E_r2s
≀ φ_r2s
OO
where L‚M – LM denotes the complex tI{I2 dÝÝÑ ΩA|Mu. Composing then
gives another commutative diagram in DpMq,
(43) B‚
≀φ˝ψ‚

ψ‚r2s˝f‚ // B‚r2s
E
θ // E_r2s,
≀ ψ‚˝φ_r2s
OO
representing θ by a genuine map of complexes θ‚ :“ ψ‚r2s ˝f‚ : B‚ Ñ B‚r2s,
(44) . . .
d3 // B´2
d2 //
θ0
B´1
θ1
d1 // B0
d0 //
θ2
. . .
. . .
d˚
0 // B0
d˚
1 // B1
d˚
2 // B2
d˚
3 // . . .
Since θ‚ “ θ‚r2s as morphisms in DpMq, we may replace θ‚ by 12pθ‚` θ‚r2sq
to ensure θi “ θ˚2´i while (43) still commutes.
The restriction of E to any closed point has cohomology only in degrees
r´2, 0s, so the truncation τ r´2,0s of (44) gives canonically quasi-isomorphic
complexes of locally free sheaves. That is we replace B´2 and B0 by the
locally free sheaves coker d3 and ker d0 respectively. Dually we replace B2
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by ker d˚3 and B0 by coker d
˚
0 . The maps θi induce maps of complexes on the
truncations. Thus, by applying τ r´2,0s to (43), we may assume B´i “ 0 “ Bi
for i R r0, 2s in (44). Similarly replacing g‚ by τ r´2,0sg‚ we also keep the
map to τ r´2,0sL‚M “ L‚M .
So we now have a commutative diagram in DpMq like (43) intertwining
θ with the map of complexes
(45) B´2
d2 //
θ˚
2

B´1
θ1 “θ
˚
1

d1 // B0
θ2

B0
d˚
1 // B1
d˚
2 // B2.
Since θ is a quasi-isomorphism the total complex of (45) is acyclic. In
particular d˚2 ‘ θ2 is onto and
E :“ ker `B1 ‘B0 d˚2‘θ2ÝÝÝÝÑ B2˘ – coker`B´2 d2‘θ˚2ÝÝÝÝÑ B´1 ‘B0˘ – E˚
defines a bundle with orthogonal structure E – E˚, i.e. an Opr,Cq bundle.
Now the acyclicity of (45) is equivalent to the vertical map of complexes
B´2
d2‘θ
˚
2 // B´1 ‘B0 d1‘0 //
θ1‘´d
˚
1 
B0
θ2

B1
d˚
2 // B2
being a quasi-isomorphism. Dividing by the injection d2 ‘ θ˚2 shows the
top row is just the complex E Ñ B0, quasi-isomorphic to the bottom row
B1 Ñ B2. Therefore the vertical quasi-isomorphism of horizontal complexes
(45) factors through the vertical quasi-isomorphisms of complexes
(46) B´2 //

B´1

// B0 B‚
η‚

B0 // E

// B0

“: E‚ – E
η‚

B0 // B1 // B2 B‚.
By their construction the two arrows in E‚ :“ tB0 Ñ E Ñ B0u are dual to
each other, so it is a self-dual complex. So setting α to be composition of
the inverse of η‚ : B‚
„ÝÝÑ E‚ with the morphism φ ˝ ψ‚ : B‚ Ñ E of (43)
gives the result claimed.
Finally, the map of complexes g‚,
B´2 // B´1 //
g1

B0
g0

I{I2
d
// ΩA|M
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factors through E‚ by
B´2 //
θ˚
2

B´1 //
p1,0q

B0 B‚
η‚

B0
0‘´1 // B´1‘B0
B´2
//
g1‘0

B0
g0

“ E‚

I{I2
d
// ΩA|M L‚M .
By adding copies of the acyclic self-dual complex
OM pNq
p1,0q
// OM pNq ‘OM p´Nq
p0,1q
// OM p´Nq, N " 0,
to E‚, mapping to L‚M by sections of I{I2pNq, we may assume that E Ñ I{I2
is a surjection. Since h0pE‚q Ñ h0pL‚M q is also a surjection (in fact an
isomorphism) this shows that E‚ Ñ L‚M is a surjection in each degree. 
4.2. Orientation. The duality θ : E
„ÝÝÑ E_r2s of (40) induces an isomor-
phism
det θ :
`
detE
˘b2 „ÝÝÑ OM .
Team Joyce [CGJ] has proved that E admits an orientation: an isomorphism
(47) o : OM
„ÝÝÑ detE such that o2 “ pdet θq´1.
We arbitrarily choose one of the two orientations on M given to us by [CGJ]
and fix it for the rest of this paper.
Proposition 4.2. The choice of orientation (47) defines an orientation in
the sense of Definition 2.1 on the quadratic bundle E of (41). Thus E is
an SOpr,Cq bundle.
Proof. The quasi-isomorphism E – tT Ñ E Ñ T ˚u of Proposition 4.1, and
the trivialisation (12) of OM – detT b detT ˚, determine an isomorphism
detE – detE. The trivialisation o of the former induces a trivialisation of
the latter. Its square is the standard isomorphism pdetEqb2 – OM induced
from E˚ – E since o2 is the standard isomorphism pdetEqb2 – OM induced
from E_ – Er´2s. So E is an SOpr,Cq bundle. 
4.3. Virtual cycle. In an act of violence, we denote by τE‚ the stupid
truncation tE Ñ T ˚u of the complex E‚ (41). Composing with the obstruc-
tion theory (39),
(48) τE‚ ÝÑ E‚ αÝÝÑ E AtÝÝÝÑ LM
defines a perfect obstruction theory τE‚ Ñ LM for M since each map in-
duces an isomorphism on h0 and a surjection on h´1. (Note that τE‚ Ñ LM
is only a morphism in DpMq; we do not require it to be described via a map
of complexes.)
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Therefore by [BF, Section 4] we get a cone CE‚ Ă E˚ – E by pulling
back the intrinsic normal cone CM Ă h1{h0
`pτE‚q_˘ “ rE˚{T s,
(49) CE‚ :“ CM ˆrE˚{T s E˚ Ă E˚ – E.
The Behrend-Fantechi virtual cycle would then be the Fulton-MacPherson
intersection 0!ErCE‚s P AvdpMq of CE‚ with the zero section 0E , but our use
of the truncation τ makes this the wrong thing to do — the result (in fact
even its virtual dimension) is not a quasi-isomorphism invariant of E‚ – E.
Instead the following result will allow us to replace 0!ErCE‚s by
‘
0!ErCE‚s,
giving a cycle in M of half the virtual dimension.
Proposition 4.3. The cone CE‚ Ă E is isotropic.
Proof. Since this is a local statement it is sufficient to prove it on any e´tale
neighbourhood U of a point rF s P M . The proof is quite lengthy; we first
use [BBBJ] to get the nice local form (51) for the obstruction theory (39).
Then we compare the resulting self-dual complex Q‚ to our representative
E‚ from Proposition 4.1.
We work on a “minimal standard form neighbourhood” of F PMder pro-
vided by [BBBJ, Theorem 2.8]. This is a result about the structure of derived
Artin stacks18 that gives a derived affine scheme U and a smooth morphism
U Ñ Mder of relative dimension 1 “ dimAutpF q such that LU{Mder “ L is
a line bundle on U .
So ignoring the derived structure, U ÑM is an atlas for an open neigh-
bourhood of F P M. At the derived level it modifies the cdgas only in the
degree 1 piece governing stabilisers. The composition U Ñ M Ñ M is an
e´tale neighbourhood of rF s PM .
By [PTVV], Mder carries a p´2q-shifted symplectic structure. Its pull
back to U is no longer p´2q-shifted symplectic because we have removed
Lr´1s from LMder but not yet its shifted dual L˚r3s. This is done by [BBBJ,
Theorem 2.10(b,c)], replacing U by another affine derived scheme U 1 with the
same underlying affine scheme U but with its cdga replaced by a sub-cdga
such that
LU{U 1 – L_U{Mderr3s – L˚r3s,
by [BBBJ, Equation 2.14]. After possibly shrinking the e´tale neighbourhood
U of F PM if necessary, [BBBJ] prove that the pull back to U of the p´2q-
shifted symplectic structure on Mder descends to a p´2q-shifted symplectic
structure on U 1 which can be written in the standard Darboux form of [BBJ,
Example 5.16 and Theorem 5.18(ii)]; we describe this next.
Endow the underlying scheme U of both U and U 1 with the obstruction
theory induced by the derived structure of U 1. This is the pullback of the
obstruction theory At : E Ñ LM to our e´tale neighbourhood U Ñ M of
rF s PM on which we will show the cone CE‚ Ă E is isotropic. The Darboux
18In particular this does not use the shifted symplectic structure.
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form is described in terms of the tangent and obstruction spaces of U 1 at a
point lying over rF s PM , which are
h0
`
L_
Mder
|F
˘ “ Ext1pF,F q and h1`L_
Mder
|F
˘ “ Ext2pF,F q.
Let q denote the quadratic form on the latter given by Serre duality. Then
by [BBJ, Example 5.16] there is an open neighbourhood V of 0 P Ext1pF,F q,
and a map
(50) s : V ÝÑ Ext2pF,F q with ds|0 “ 0, qps, sq “ 0 and s´1p0q – U
such that the obstruction theory on U is isomorphic to
(51) Q‚ :“  TV |U ds // Q
s

pdsq˚ // ΩV |U
(
E|U

–
I{I2 d // ΩV |U LU .
Here I is the ideal of Zpsq Ă V generated by s and Q – Q˚ is the trivial qua-
dratic bundle with fibre Ext2pF,F q. Finally, this isomorphism intertwines
the Serre duality (40) with the obvious self-duality Q‚ – Q‚r2s (42) of the
above complex.
Let E‚ – E be the self-dual complex given to us by Proposition 4.1. Since
we are working locally, where morphisms in DpMq can be lifted to homotopy
classes of maps of complexes of locally free sheaves, the isomorphism (51)
and dualities it intertwines can be represented by a map of complexes f‚
such that
Q‚
f‚

(42)
Q‚r2s
E‚|U
(42)
E‚|U r2s
f‚r2s
OO
commutes only up to homotopy.
On restriction to the point rF s P U the differentials ds, pdsq˚ in Q‚ van-
ish so the three terms of the complex restrict to its cohomology groups
ExtipF,F q and the composition f‚ ˝ f‚ is precisely idQ‚ . So the f´i are
injections and the f2´i are surjections at rF s — and therefore over U , af-
ter shrinking if necessary. In particular K‚ :“ ker f‚r2s is a 3-term acyclic
complex of vector bundles tK´2 Ñ K´1 Ñ K0u. At F it is isomorphic to
its shifted dual via the composition
K‚ “ ker f‚r2s ãÝÑ E‚r2s – E‚ ÝÑ coker f‚ “ pK‚q_r2s,
so the same holds in a neighbourhood of F where it is therefore self-dual.
At rF s we have the splitting
E‚ “ f‚pQ‚q ‘ ker `f‚r2s˘
– Q‚ ‘ K‚,(52)
so by openness this is also a splitting over all of U after shrinking.
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The quasi-isomorphism Q‚ – E over U gives a cone CQ‚ Ă Q by Behrend-
Fantechi’s recipe (49). By [Fu, Remark 5.1.1] it is the flat limit (in the
Hilbert scheme of subschemes of the total space of E) of the graphs of ts,
(53) CQ‚ “ lim
tÑ8
Γts Ă Q.
Considering the quadratic form q on Q to be a quadratic function on its
total space, it vanishes on Γts since ts is an isotropic section. Taking the
limit as tÑ 8 shows that CQ‚ is an isotropic cone.
By the recipe (49) and the splitting (52) we deduce the Behrend-Fantechi
cone CE‚ Ă E – E˚ induced from the quasi-isomorphism E‚ – E is
(54) CE‚ – CQ‚ ‘K0 Ă Q‘K1.
Since K‚ is self-dual and exact over U ,
im
`
K0 ãÑ K1
˘ “ ker `K1 Ñ K2˘ – ker `K´1 Ñ K0˘
shows impK0q is a maximal isotropic in K1. Therefore the cone (54) is
isotropic over U . 
By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, E is an SOpr,Cq bundle on M , where r has
the same parity as the virtual dimension vd (5). So Proposition 4.3 and
Definition 3.3 finally allow us to define a virtual cycle for M .
Definition 4.4. If vd is odd define rM svir “ 0. If vd is even, define
(55) rM svir “
b
0!E rCE‚s P A 1
2
vd
`
M,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
.
We need to check that this definition is independent of choices: given two
self-dual complexes E‚, F ‚ with quasi-isomorphisms to E intertwining θ as
in Proposition 4.1, we would like to show that
(56)
b
0!E rCE‚s “
b
0!F rCF ‚s.
We may represent the quasi-isomorphism E‚ – E – F ‚ by a roof of maps
of complexes
(57) A‚
e‚
„||③③
③③
③ f‚
„ !!❉
❉❉
❉❉
E‚ F ‚.
Replacing A‚ by its truncation τ r´2,0sA‚, we may assume it is also a 3-term
complex of locally free sheaves. It will not, in general, be self-dual, however.
It inherits two representatives
θ‚e :“ e‚r2s ˝ e‚ and θ‚f :“ f‚r2s ˝ f‚ : A‚ ÝÑ A‚r2s
of θ, both of which are symmetric: θ‚e “ pθ‚eq_r2s and θ‚f “ pθ‚f q_r2s. From
such data — a 3-term complex with a symmetric map to its dualr2s —
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we defined in (46) a canonical self-dual complex. Applied to pA‚, θ‚eq and
pA‚, θ‚f q we get self-dual complexes A‚e, A‚f respectively. By (46),
(58) A‚e “
 
A0 ÝÑ Ae ÝÑ A0
(
, where Ae :“ A
´1 ‘A0
A´2
– A˚e
is naturally an orthogonal bundle. Note A‚f takes the same form, but the
arrows (and so the orthogonal bundle Af ) induced by θ
‚
f will be different.
Though this construction is canonical — and applied to the self-dual
complexes E‚, F ‚ it returns them unmodified — it is not functorial due
to the appearance of both covariant terms A´i and the contravariant term
A0. Thus the roof (57) does not induce maps amongst A
‚
e, A
‚
f , E
‚, F ‚.
Nonetheless Proposition 4.5 below proves the virtual cycles made from A‚e
and E‚ are the same. By symmetry this also equates the virtual cycles
associated to A‚f and F
‚. So finally to prove the desired equality (56) we
must check the virtual cycles associated to A‚e and A
‚
f are the same.
This follows from a simple deformation argument. Since θ‚e and θ
‚
f de-
scribe the same morphism in DbpMq, for each t P C so does
θ‚t :“ tθ‚e ` p1´ tqθ‚f ,
which is also symmetric. Applying (46) gives orthogonal bundles At and
self-dual complexes
(59) A‚t “
 
A0 ÝÑ At ÝÑ A0
(
,
all of which vary in a flat family over C Q t. Let A denote the bundle on
M ˆ C whose restriction to M ˆ ttu is At. Truncating (59) gives a perfect
relative obstruction theory [BF, Section 7] tAÑ A0u for M ˆCÑ C. The
resulting absolute perfect obstruction theory has a local model just as in
Proposition 4.3, given by allowing (50) to vary with t P C. That is, we
replace the ambient space V by V ˆ C, and the section s by st. This is
isotropic in A because st is isotropic in At for each fixed t P C.
Therefore we get an isotropic cone C Ă A over M ˆ C just as in (53).
We apply the square root Gysin map of Definition 3.3 defined via cosection
localisation. By [KL1, Theorem 5.2] it satisfies
(60)
b
0!At rCA‚t s “ ι !t
ˆb
0!
A
rCs
˙
, t P C,
where ιt is the inclusion of any point ttu ãÑ C. Hence it is independent of t,
so setting t “ 0, 1 showsb
0!Af
“
CA‚
f
‰ “ b0!Ae“CA‚e‰.
So we can finally conclude the well-definedness (56) of our virtual cycle by
proving the following.
Proposition 4.5. In the above notation,
b
0!E rCE‚s “
b
0!Ae
“
CA‚e
‰
.
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Proof. Start with the map of complexes A‚ Ñ E‚ (57). By choosing a suffi-
ciently negative vector bundle B and adding the acyclic self-dual complex19
(61) B
p1,0q
// B ‘B˚ p0,1q // B˚
to E‚, we may assume that A0 Ñ E0 “ T ˚ is an injection. By (49) the
addition of (61) replaces CE‚ Ă E by
CE‚ ‘B Ă E ‘B ‘B˚
to which we can apply Proposition 3.7. Since
‘
0!B‘B˚ rBs “ 0!BrBs is just
the zero section by Lemma 3.5, the virtual cycle (55) is unaffected:
(62)
b
0!E‘B‘B˚
“
CE‚ ‘B
‰ “ b0!E “CE‚‰.
So without loss of generality A‚ Ñ E‚ and its dual E‚r2s Ñ A‚r2s take
the form
A´2 //

A´1 //

A0
T //

E

// T ˚


_
A0 // A1 // A2.
Set K :“ kerpT Ñ A0q. Since E‚ Ñ A‚r2s is a quasi-isomorphism, the
composition K ãÑ T Ñ E is also an injection, with isotropic image. We get
the commutative diagrams with exact columns
K K A0 //
A0‘A´1
A´2
// A0
T


_
// T‘E
T


_
// T ˚ and A0 //
A0‘E
T
//

_

T ˚

_

A0 //
A0‘E
T
// T ˚ K˚ K˚.
Letting KK denote the orthogonal to K Ă E, by (58) the diagrams become
(63) K K A0 // Ae // A
0
T


_
// E


_
// T ˚ and A0 // pKKq˚ //

_

T ˚

_

A0 // pKKq˚ // T ˚ K˚ K˚.
Let T ‚ denote the complex A0 Ñ pKKq˚ Ñ T ˚. The diagrams on the
left and right describe quasi-isomorphisms E‚ Ñ T ‚ Ðâ A‚e respectively,
corresponding to the reduction KK{K Ð KK ãÑ E of E by K.
19We give B ‘B˚ the obvious orthogonal structure and the standard orientation (12)
so that B ãÑ B ‘B˚ is a positive maximal isotropic.
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Letting τE‚ denote the stupid truncation tE Ñ T ˚u we get the perfect
obstruction theory
τE‚ ÝÑ E‚ „ÝÝÑ E AtÝÝÝÑ LM
of (48) and similarly for τA‚e and τT
‚. This removes the first columns of
the diagrams (63). We then dualise to find, by (49), the exact sequences
K˚ Ae CA‚?
_oo
E
OOOO
CE‚?
_oo and KK
OOOO
OO
?
CT ‚OO
?
OOOO
? _oo
KK
?
OO
CT ‚?
_oo K K.
The upshot is that CE‚ Ă E lies in KK Ă E and contains K; quotienting
gives CA‚e “ CE‚{K Ă KK{K. Thus applying Proposition 3.8 to rCE‚s gives
(64)
b
0!E rCE‚s “
b
0!Ae
“
CA‚e
‰
.
Deformation invariance. SupposeX moves in a smooth projective family
X Ñ C over a smooth curve C. Then we can repeat our working relative to
C. We get a coarse moduli space MÑ C with a relative obstruction theory
At : EÑ LM{C as in (39). We can resolve it by a self-dual 3-term complex
E‚ “ tT Ñ E Ñ T ˚u over all of M. Thus by [BF, Section 7] we get a cone
CE‚ Ă E˚ – E.
The key point is that the Darboux theorems [BBBJ, BG, BBJ] also work
with parameters (in fact [BG] explicitly works over a base) allowing us to
write M locally as the zeros of an isotropic section of an orthogonal bundle
such that the derivative of this description recovers the relative obstruction
theory. That is, Proposition 4.3 goes through in this family setting to show
that CE‚ Ă E is isotropic.
The argument (60) then produces a cycle rMsvir P A˚
`
M,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
with the
deformation invariance property that
(65) rMtsvir “ ι!trMsvir
for any point ιt : ttu ãÑ C.
4.4. Generalisations. We sketch some extensions of the above theory.
Fixed determinant. To drop the condition that H ipOXq “ 0 for i “ 1, 2, 3
we should restrict to strictly positive rank r ą 0 sheaves, pick a line bundle
L on X, and replace M by its subscheme ML of stable sheaves with fixed
determinant L. By [STV, Definition 3.1] there is a derived determinant map
to the derived Picard stack,
Mder
R detÝÝÝÝÑ RPicpXq.
Letting MderL denote the fibre over tLu, it is a derived Deligne-Mumford
stack with stabilisers Z{rZ at every point. E´tale locally, tensoring with rth
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roots of degree 0 line bundles splits R det, giving a local product structure
Mder – MderL ˆ RPicpXq. By [STV, Proposition 3.2] this induces the
splitting of derived cotangent complexes
Rπ˚RHompE ,E qr3s – Rπ˚RHompE ,E q0r3s ‘ Rπ˚OXˆMder ,
splitting the trace map
tr : Rπ˚RHompE ,E q ÝÑ Rπ˚OXˆMder
by idE {r. We expect that it is obvious to experts20 that the p´2q-shifted
symplectic structure splits accordingly, thus endowing MderL — and thus the
underlying Deligne-Mumford stack ML and its coarse moduli scheme ML
— with a p´2q-shifted symplectic structure. Consider the restriction map
Rπ˚RHompE ,E q0r3s “ LMder
L
ÝÑ LML .
Since the latter is the pullback of LML this gives an amplitude r´2, 0s ob-
struction theory
(66) E :“ Rπ˚RHompE , Eq0 ÝÑ LM
replacing (39). Here E is again any choice of twisted universal sheaf on
X ˆML. The shifted symplectic isomorphism LMder
L
– L_
Mder
L
r2s becomes
the relative Serre duality θ : E Ñ E_r2s on (66). Thus we have all the
same ingedients as before. Resolving E by a self-dual 3-term locally free
complex E‚ we get an isotropic cone CE‚ Ă E, and a virtual cycle
‘
0!E rCE‚s.
Deformation invariance holds only for families X Ñ C over which the line
bundle L (on the central fibre X0 “ X) extends to a line bundle L over all of
X . This allows us to form a family moduli space of fixed determinant sheaves
and repeat the working relative to C to give the deformation invariance (65).
Quasi-projective Calabi-Yau 4-folds. Though we have worked with pro-
jective X out of habit, all of our results — except deformation invariance
— work for moduli spaces of compactly supported stable sheaves on a quasi-
projective Calabi-Yau 4-fold X. The paper [BD] extends the p´2q-shifted
symplectic structure of [PTVV] to this setting, and the obstruction theory
EÑ LM is identical to the projective case. Therefore [BBBJ] applies to the
stack of stable compactly supported sheaves and we can deduce Proposition
4.3 as before: the cone CE‚ Ă E is isotropic. The orientation result [CGJ]
on E is extended to the quasi-projective case in [Bo]. Thus we have all the
same ingredients to produce the virtual cycle in this setting.
20Related results are explained in [PTVV, Remarks 3.1, 3.2] for X a K3 surface, as
Mauro Porta pointed out to us.
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p´2q-shifted symplectic schemes. Though we have not worked in such
generality, our results apply to any quasi-projective scheme M with a p´2q-
shifted symplectic structure (in the sense of [PTVV]) and an orientation.
Quasi-projectivity ensures M has enough locally free sheaves to allow us to
produce a self-dual 3-term locally free resolution of the virtual cotangent
bundle. Then the key point is that the papers [BG, BBJ] only use the p´2q-
shifted symplectic structure, so Proposition 4.3 works in this generality,
producing an isotropic cone CE‚ Ă E to which we can apply
‘
0!E to define
the virtual cycle. When M is also projective, the result is deformation
invariant.
In particular we can get virtual cycles on projective moduli spaces of
simple complexes in the derived category DpXq of sheaves on any projective
Calabi-Yau 4-fold. This includes the moduli space PnpX,βq of stable pairs
pF, sq of [PT], where
‚ F is a pure 1-dimensional sheaf on X,
‚ F has curve class rF s “ β P H2pX,Zq and χpF q “ n,
‚ s P H0pF q has 0-dimensional cokernel.
The same applies to the moduli space JpX, cq of Joyce-Song pairs pF, sq of
[JS], where
‚ F is a semistable sheaf on X of total Chern class c,
‚ n " 0 is sufficiently large that Hě1pF pnqq “ 0 for all semistable F ,
‚ s P H0pF pnqq factors through no semi-destabilising subsheaf of F .
Both moduli spaces PnpX,βq, JpX, cq are naturally projective schemes21
with obstruction theory governed by the self-dual 3-term complex
RHomXpI‚, I‚q0,
where I‚ P DpXq denotes the complexes tOX sÝÝÑ F u and tOXp´nq sÝÝÑ F u
respectively. Therefore our theory endows them with virtual cycles.
Theorem 4.6. If χpc, cq P 2Z we have algebraic virtual cycles
rPnpX,βqsvir P An
`
PnpX,βq,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
,
rJpX, cqsvir P Aχpcq´ 1
2
χpc,cq
`
JpX, cq,Z“ 12‰˘
which map to the integral classes of [BJ] in homology. They are deformation
invariant in the sense of (65).
The first class puts the Calabi-Yau 4-fold conjectures of [CMT2, CT1,
CT2, CK2, CKM1, CKM2] on a firmer footing.
When stability“ semistability for sheaves F of Chern class c, the Joyce-
Song moduli space JpX, cq is a projective bundle over M “ MpX, cq with
fibre PχpF pnqq´1, so we expect a simple relationship between rJpX, cqsvir and
rM svir, just as in the Calabi-Yau 3-fold case. More generally — again by
analogy with the Calabi-Yau 3-fold case — one could hope for a universal
21The section rigidifies the pairs pF, sq; there are no semistables and no automorphisms.
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wall-crossing formula like [JS, Theorem 5.27]. This would allow the defi-
nition of invariants valued in Q counting strictly semistable sheaves F by
using virtual counts (valued in Z) of the Joyce-Song pairs I‚. This will be
addressed in forthcoming work of Dominic Joyce.
5. K-theoretic virtual class
We work in the set-up of Section 4: X is a smooth projective Calabi-Yau
4-fold and M is a projective moduli space of stable sheaves on X of fixed
total Chern class c and fixed determinant. In this Section we will endow the
moduli space M with a virtual structure sheaf with good properties.
For this we will need aK-theoretic analogue of the Edidin-Graham class of
an SOp2n,Cq bundle pE, q, oq. There are candidate classes in the literature
in various special cases [An, CLL, Ch, EG1, KO, OS, PV]. We find a class
which works in maximal generality — with no assumption of Zariski local
triviality, the existence of a maximal isotropic subbundle, or the existence
of a spin bundle — and which uses Definition 2.2 to fix the sign ambiguity
present in many of these classes. To do so we find only that we need to
invert 2 in the coefficients of K-theory.
We make crucial use of Anderson’s class22 [An, Appendix B], defining a
variant
?
e with the desirable property that p´1qn?e 2 is the K-theoretic
Euler class; see (75). Our class and his are supported in codimension n,
agree in codimension n` 1, but differ in codimension n` 2; see (76).
5.1. K-theoretic Edidin-Graham class. On a quasi-projective scheme
Y , let K0pY q and K0pY q denote the Grothendieck groups of vector bundles
and coherent sheaves respectively. The former is a ring under (derived)
tensor product, and the latter is a module over it. On inverting 2 we will
find that any line bundle has a distinguished square root in K0
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ “
K0pY q b Z“12‰.
Using the Catalan numbers Ci :“ 1i`1
`
2i
i
˘ P Z, set ai :“ 21´2iCi´1 P Z“12‰.
This is minus the ith Taylor coefficient of
p1´ xq 12 “ 1´ 12x´ 18x2 ´ . . . “ 1´
ÿ
iě1
aix
i P Z“12‰rrxss.
Squaring gives the identity
(67)
˜
1´
n´1ÿ
i“1
aix
i
2¸
“ p1´ xq ` 2anxn `Opxn`1q,
where Opxn`1q denotes the product of xn`1 and a polynomial in x.
For i ą 0 let K0pY qi Ă K0pY q denote the subring of elements which
may be written as a formal difference of sheaves supported in codimension
i. Since K0pY qi ¨K0pY qj Ď K0pY qi`j this subring is nilpotent.
22Anderson works in connective K-theory [An, Appendix A]; we specialise his Bott
class β to ´1 to work in K0. He also restricts to Zariski locally trivial SOp2n,Cq bundles.
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Lemma 5.1. For E P 1`K0pY q1, the finite sum
?
E :“ 1´
ÿ
iě1
aip1´ Eqbi P K0
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
is the unique class in 1`K0pY q1 which squares to E. In particular, ?EF “?
E
?
F .
Proof. That p?E q2 “ E is trivial from (67) for n ą dimY . For the unique-
ness statement, suppose M P 1 ` K0pY q1 is another class with M2 “ E.
Working in K0
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
at all times, define Mn by
(68) M “ 1´
n´1ÿ
i“1
aip1´ Eqbi `Mn.
Assume inductively that codimMn ě n. (The base case n “ 1 is trivial.)
Squaring gives
Mb2 “ E “
˜
1´
n´1ÿ
i“1
aip1´ Eqbi
b¸2
` 2Mn `Opn` 1q
(67)“ E ` 2anp1´ Eqbn `Opn` 1q,
where Opn`1q means a class supported in codimension at least n`1. Thus
Mn “ ´anp1´ Eqbn `Opn` 1q,
which by (68) shows codimMn`1 ě n ` 1. For n ě dimY this shows that
Mn`1 “ 0 and M “
?
E. 
Remark 5.2. In particular any line bundle L has a canonical square root
?
L P K0`Y,Z“12‰˘,
since L “ 1` pL´ 1q P 1 `K0pY q1. It is unique in 1`K0pY q1, so if M is
any line bundle on Y such that Mb2 “ L then M “ ?L in K0`Y,Z“12‰˘.
The K-theory of complex vector bundles is an “oriented cohomology the-
ory” — it admits a notion of Chern classes. The K-theoretic first Chern
class of a line bundle L is
(69) c1pLq :“ 1´ L˚ P K0pXq1,
which is the class rODs of the structure sheaf of any divisor D P |L|. The
splitting principle and Whitney sum formula for bundles
(70) cpE1 ‘ E2, tq “ cpE1, tqcpE2, tq, where cpE, tq “ 1`
rankEÿ
i“1
ticipEq,
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then determine the Chern classes of any object of K0pXq. In particular the
rth Chern class crpEq (or Euler class epEq) of a rank r bundle E is
K0pY qr Q crpEq :“ Λ‚E˚ :“
rÿ
i“0
p´1qiΛiE˚
“ 0˚E 0E˚rOY s “ 0˚E
“
OΓs
‰
,(71)
where 0E : Y ãÑ E is the 0-section, 0˚E is the derived pullback, and Γs Ă E
is the graph of any section s P ΓpEq. If s is transverse to 0E with zero locus
Z then this gives crpEq “ rOZs. We also have
(72) crpE˚q :“ Λ‚E “ p´1qrankEcrpEq ¨ detE.
Special case. We first define our K-theoretic Edidin-Graham class in the
presence of a maximal isotropic subbundle.
Definition 5.3. Let pE, q, oq be an SOp2n,Cq bundle admitting a maximal
isotropic subbundle Λ Ă E. We define23
(73)
?
epEq :“ p´1q|Λ|cnpΛq ¨
?
det Λ P K0`Y,Z“12‰˘.
Note that by (72),
(74) p´1qn`|Λ|cnpΛ˚q ¨
?
det Λ˚ “ p´1q|Λ|cnpΛq ¨
?
det Λ “ ?epEq.
So if E “ Λ ‘ Λ˚ and we choose Λ˚ as our maximal isotropic, of sign
p´1q|Λ|`n, we get the same class. More generally we have the following.
Proposition 5.4. Definition 5.3 is well-defined:
?
epEq (73) is independent
of the choice of Λ Ă E and is really a K-theoretic square root Euler class:
(75)
?
epEq2 “ p´1qnc2npEq.
Proof. The exact sequence 0Ñ ΛÑ E Ñ Λ˚ Ñ 0 and (74) give
?
epEq2 “ p´1qncnpΛqcnpΛ˚q “ p´1qnepEq.
As noted in Footnote 7 the existence of Λ Ă E means pE, q, oq is Zariski-
locally trivial, so Anderson’s K-theoretic Edidin-Graham class ǫpEq is de-
fined [An, Appendix B]. To show
?
epEq is well-defined we relate it to ǫpEq,
using some identities we learned from [An, Appendix B].
From (69) it is immediate that for any line bundle L,
c
`
L,´12
˘b L “ c`L˚,´12˘.
By the splitting principle and Whitney sum formula (70) this gives
c
`
Λ,´12
˘b detΛ “ c`Λ˚,´12˘.
23In fancier language this is the Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro KO-theory Euler class of the
SOpn,Rq bundle ER underlying E. When
?
det Λ a genuine line bundle, Λ‚pΛ˚q ¨ ?detΛ
is a spin bundle for ER — as used by Polishchuk-Vaintrob [PV] — and defines an ABS
class in KO-theory with integer coefficients.
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Combined with the exact sequence 0Ñ ΛÑ E Ñ Λ˚ Ñ 0 this gives
c
`
E,´12
˘b det Λ “ c`Λ,´12˘c`Λ˚,´12˘b detΛ “ c`Λ˚,´12˘2.
Since both lie in 1`K0`Y,Z“12‰˘1 we deduce thatb
c
`
E,´12
˘?
detΛ “ c`Λ˚,´12˘.
Now Anderson’s class is ǫpEq :“ p´1q|Λ|c`Λ˚,´12˘cnpΛq and is independent
of Λ by [An, Appendix B, Theorem 3]. Therefore
(76)
?
epEq “
b
c
`
E,´12
˘´1
ǫpEq
is also independent of Λ. 
General case. Fix any e´tale locally trivial SOp2n,Cq bundle pE, q, oq. We
work, as usual, on the bundle ρ : rY Ñ Y of (13), where ρ˚E admits a
canonical positive maximal isotropic Λρ Ă ρ˚E. Thus
?
epρ˚Eq is defined
by Proposition 5.4. We show it is the pullback by ρ˚ of a class we will define
to be
?
epEq.
Proposition 5.5.
?
epρ˚Eq “ ρ˚ρ˚
`?
epρ˚Eq˘. Furthermore, if E admits
a maximal isotropic then
?
epEq defined by (73) equals ρ˚
?
epρ˚Eq.
Proof. We use the Cartesian diagram of flat mapsrY ˆY rY
ρ
1
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈ ρ2
##❍
❍❍
❍❍rY
r
2 $$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
rY
r
1zztt
tt
tt
Y,
where r1 “ ρ “ r2. Let P : rY ˆY rY Ñ Y be r2 ˝ ρ1 “ r1 ˝ ρ2. Then
P ˚E has two positive maximal isotropic subbundles ρ˚1Λρ and ρ
˚
2Λρ, so by
Proposition 5.4,
cnpρ˚1Λρq ¨
b
detpρ˚1Λρq “ cnpρ˚2Λρq ¨
b
detpρ˚2Λρq
in K0
`rY ,Z“ 12‰˘. Equivalently,
(77) ρ˚1
`?
epρ˚Eq˘ “ ρ˚2`?epρ˚Eq˘.
Since ρ1, like ρ, is an iterated bundle of smooth quadrics, ρ1˚ρ
˚
1OrY “ OrY ,
where as usual we use derived pushforward. Therefore by the projection
formula, (77) and flat basechange,
?
epρ˚Eq “ ρ1˚ρ˚1
`?
epρ˚Eq˘ “ ρ1˚ρ˚2`?epρ˚Eq˘ “ r˚2r1˚`?epρ˚Eq˘.
That is,
?
epρ˚Eq “ ρ˚ρ˚
`?
epρ˚Eq˘, as required.
If Λ Ă E is a maximal isotropic subbundle then by Proposition 5.4 the
class
?
epρ˚Eq — defined by Λρ — is the same as the class (73) defined by
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ρ˚Λ. That is,
?
epρ˚Eq “ ρ˚?epEq. Applying the projection formula gives
ρ˚
?
epρ˚Eq “ ?epEq. 
It follows that the following is well-defined, and gives the same as Defini-
tion 5.3 when E admits a maximal isotropic.
Definition 5.6. For an SOp2n,Cq bundle pE, q, oq define?
epEq :“ ρ˚
`?
epρ˚Eq˘ P K0`Y,Z“12‰˘.
By (75) this satisfies
?
epEq2 “ p´1qnc2npEq.
We note the curious contrast with the cohomological Edidin-Graham
class, where we had to invert 2 in order to descend from rY to Y . In K-
theory the descent works over the integers, but we had to invert 2 earlier to
define the class (73) in the presence of a maximal isotropic.
5.2. Localisation by an isotropic section. Fix an isotropic section s of
our SOp2n,Cq-bundle pE, q, oq, with zero scheme i : Zpsq ãÑ Y . We will
construct a localised K-theoretic square root Euler class?
epE, sq : K0
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ K0`Zpsq,Z“ 12‰˘
whose pushforward i˚
?
epE, sq is tensor product with ?epEq P K0`Y,Z“12‰˘.
Special case. To begin with we suppose that E admits a maximal isotropic
Λ Ă E. We follow closely what we did in Chow in Section 3.2, adapting to
K0. Via the exact sequence
0 ÝÑ Λ ÝÑ E πÝÝÑ Λ˚ ÝÑ 0
we set s˚ :“ πpsq P ΓpΛ˚q. Then by (71) we have
cnpΛ˚q “ 0˚Λ*OΓs* P K
0pY q.
By deformation to the normal cone we can deform the graph Γs* Ă Λ˚ to its
linearisation CZ˚{Y Ă Λ˚|Z˚ about the zero locus j : Z˚ ãÑ Y of s˚. Using
the K-theoretic specialisation map K0pY q Ñ K0pCZ˚{Y q [Fu, p 352] we get
the localisation
K0pY q // K0pCZ˚{Y q
0˚
Λ*|
Z* // K0pZ˚q ,
whose pushforword to K0pY q is cnpΛ˚qb .
To localise further to Zpsq Ă Z˚ by using the “other half ” of the section
s, we use Kiem-Li’s K-theoretic cosection localisation [KL2]. By Lemma
3.1 the cosection rs (22) defined by s is zero on CZ˚{Y Ă Λ˚|Z˚ , so [KL2,
Theorem 4.1] defines the arrow across the top of the commutative diagram
(78) K0pY q // K0
`
CZ˚{Y
˘ 0˚, locΛ*, rs //

K0
`
Zpsq˘

i˚
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
K0
`
Λ˚
ˇˇ
Z˚
˘ 0˚
Λ* // K0pZ˚q j˚ // K0pY q
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in which the vertical maps are the obvious pushforwards. Composing the
first two arrows on the top row defines an operator
cnpΛ˚, sq : K0pY q ÝÑ K0pZpsqq
such that i˚cnpΛ˚, sq is tensor product with cnpΛ˚q P K0pY q. Thus we get a
localised K-theoretic Edidin-Graham operator
(79)
?
epE, s,Λq :“ p´1qn`|Λ|cnpΛ˚, sq ¨
?
detΛ˚ : K0pY q ÝÑ K0pZpsqq
such that i˚
?
epE, s,Λq is tensor product with ?epEq P K0pY q.
General case. We can now define the localisedK-theoretic Edidin-Graham
class in general by using the cover ρ : rY Ñ Y (13).
Definition 5.7. Given an isotropic section s P ΓpEq of an SOp2n,C) bundle
pE, q, oq we define the localised operator
?
epE, sq :“ ρ˚
`?
epρ˚E, ρ˚s,Λρq
˘
: K0
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ K0`Zpsq,Z“12‰˘.
By construction its pushforward to Y is tensor product with ρ˚
?
epρ˚Eq P
K0pY q, so by Proposition 5.5 and Definition 5.6 it follows that
(80) i˚
?
epE, sq “ ?epEqb : K0
`
Y,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ K0`Y,Z“12‰˘.
This allows us to define a K-theoretic square root version of the intersec-
tion between an isotropic cone C Ă E (supported over Z Ă Y ) and the zero
section 0E : Y ãÑ E. As usual we let τE denote the tautological (isotropic)
section of p˚E on p : C Ñ Y . Its zero locus is Z.
Definition 5.8. Given an isotropic cone C Ă E we defineb
0˚E :“
?
epp˚E, τEq : K0
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ K0`Z,Z“ 12‰˘.
There are obvious K-theoretic versions of Lemma 3.4,b
0˚E “ π˚
“?
e
`
E
˘b p ¨ q‰,
and — when C lies in a maximal isotropic subbundle Λ Ă E — Lemma 3.5,
(81)
b
0˚E “ p´1q|Λ|
?
det Λ ¨ 0˚Λ.
The proofs are almost identical on replacing each eXp ¨ q by ebp ¨ q, equation
(33) by 0
Λ˚
0˚
Λ˚
“ Λ‚pTπp´1qq˚ b p ¨ q and using (80) in place of (27).
Similarly the proof of Lemma 3.9 goes through without change to give
(82) f !
b
0˚E “
b
0˚f 1˚E f
! : K0
`
C,Z
“
1
2
‰˘ ÝÑ K0`X 1,Z“ 12‰˘.
Here f ! is theK-theoretic refined Gysin map of [AP, Section 3] and [Lee, Sec-
tion 2.1]. By construction this commutes with tensor product and product
with K-theoretic Chern classes. It also commutes with proper pushforward
by [AP, Lemma 3.1], so the result π1˚f
! “ f !π˚ used in the proof of Lemma
3.9 also holds in K-theory.
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5.3. Virtual structure sheaf. Let M be a projective moduli space of
sheaves on a Calabi-Yau 4-fold, as in Section 4. By Proposition 4.1 its ob-
struction theory admits a self-dual resolution E‚ “ tT Ñ E Ñ T ˚u Ñ LM .
By Proposition 4.2, E is an SOpr,Cq bundle, where r has the same parity
as the virtual dimension vd (5). If this is odd we define the virtual structure
sheaf to be zero. Suppose now it is even. By (49) and Proposition 4.3 we
get an isotropic cone CE‚ Ă E.
Definition 5.9. We define the twisted virtual structure sheaf of M to be
(83) pOvirM :“ b0˚E “OCE‚ ‰ ¨ ?detT ˚ P K0`M,Z“12‰˘.
Proposition 5.10 below shows the twist by
?
detT ˚ ensures independence
from the choice of self-dual complex E‚. (Since the other terms in (83)
involve only the stupid truncation tE Ñ T ˚u of E‚, we should expect some
contribution from the omitted term T , and this turns out to be it.)
In special situations — one being the local Calabi-Yau 4-fold case of
Section 8 — E admits a maximal isotropic subbundle Λ Ă E such that
At : E‚ Ñ LM factors through the following quotient of E‚,
1
2
E‚ :“ tΛ˚ ÝÑ T ˚u.
That is, in this situation tT ÝÑ Λu can be though of as a virtual tangent
bundle for M ; taking determinants gives
KvirM :“ detT ˚ b detΛ.
Then CE‚ lies in Λ Ă E and, by (81), the class (83) can be written in the
perhaps more suggestive form
(84) p´1q|Λ|0˚Λ
“
OCE‚
‰ ¨bKvirM
in this situation. The last term is the “Nekrasov-Okounkov twist” [NO]
that has proved profitable to use in K-theoretic DT3 theory. By contrast
it is necessary in DT4 theory — only the twisted virtual structure sheaf is
well-defined, as was already anticipated in the papers [Ne, NP, CKM1].
Proposition 5.10. Definition 5.9 is independent of the choice of self-dual
resolution E‚ of the obstruction theory E.
Proof. The proof follows that of the cycle version (56) very closely. That
required invariance under three moves.
(1) The deformation invariance (60) was proved by [KL1, Theorem 5.2].
The precise K-theoretic analogue is given by [KL2, Proposition 5.5].
(2) The invariance (62) under the addition of the acyclic complex B‚
(61) to E‚ was proved by Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 3.4. Replacing
e by e and
‘
0!E by
‘
0˚E in the proof of Proposition 3.7 gives the
precise K-theoretic analogue. Lemma 3.5 has K-theoretic analogue
(81), which introduces the twist
?
detB. But this is cancelled by
the
?
detT ˚ twist in (83), since we have replaced T ˚ by T ˚ ‘B˚.
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(3) Finally, we used Proposition 3.8 to pass from the deformation com-
plex E‚ made from the orthogonal bundle E to the complex A‚e made
from Ae “ KK{K as in (64).
To get the K-theoretic analogue of the last step we first replace e by e
in (20). That is, fix an isotropic subbundle K Ă E and orient KK{K
as described in (18). Then, in the notation of (19), the exact sequence
0Ñ K Ñ ΛÑ Λρ Ñ 0 gives
Λ‚pΛ˚q b
?
detΛ “ Λ‚pΛ˚ρq b
a
detΛρ b Λ‚pK˚q b
?
detK,
which is
(85)
?
epEq “ ?e`KK{K˘epKq ¨ ?detK.
Then the proof of Proposition 3.8 goes through as before on replacing e by
e and
‘
0!E by
‘
0˚E to give
(86)
?
detK ¨
b
0˚
KK{K
“
b
0˚E ˝ p˚.
Again the
?
detT ˚ twist in (83) cancels the
?
detK since in passing from
E‚ to A‚e we replaced T
˚ by A0 “ pT {Kq˚. 
6. Riemann-Roch
Using rational coefficients, in this Section we will relate pOvirM (83) in K-
theory to rM svir (55) in Chow homology via the isomorphism
(87) τM : K0pMqQ „ÝÝÑ A˚pMqQ
that holds for any quasi-projective scheme M [Fu, Corollary 18.3.2]. Here
τM “ chp ¨ q X
`
tdpTM q X rM s
˘
when M is smooth. More generally choose
an embedding i : M ãÑ P in a smooth variety and set
τM pF q :“ chPM pF ‚q X
`
tdpTP q X rP s
˘ P A˚pMqQ,
where F ‚ Ñ i˚F is a locally free resolution and chPM pF ‚q P A˚pM Ñ P qQ is
its localised Chern character of [Fu, Theorem 18.1].
First we recall the Riemann-Roch theorems of Fantechi-Go¨ttsche [FG,
Lemma 3.5] and Ciocan-Fontanine-Kapranov [CFK, Theorem 4.4.1]. Sup-
poseM has a perfect obstruction theory E‚ Ñ LM with dual the virtual tan-
gent bundle E‚. We get a Behrend-Fantechi virtual cycle rM svir :“ 0!E1rCE‚s
and virtual structure sheaf OvirM :“ 0˚E1
“
OCE‚
‰
. They prove
(88) τM
`
O
vir
M
˘ “ tdpE‚q X rM svir.
In our setting we fix instead a 3-term self-dual obstruction theory
E‚ “  T Ñ E Ñ T ˚( ÝÑ LM
of even rank and with a fixed orientation. From this we get the virtual
cycle rM svir :“ ‘0!E rCE‚s of (55) and the twisted virtual structure sheafpOvirM :“ ‘0˚E “OCE‚ ‰ ¨‘detT ˚ of (83). The analogue of (88) is the following.
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Theorem 6.1. In A˚pMqQ we have τM
` pOvirM ˘ “ ?tdpE‚q X rM svir.
Proof. We first recall the definition (83) of pOvirM . Using the stupid truncation
tE Ñ T ˚u of E‚ as a perfect obstruction theory forM gives an isotropic cone
π : CE‚ Ñ M in the SOp2n,Cq bundle E by Proposition 4.3. Unravelling
Definitions 5.8 and 5.7 and equations (79, 78) we see pOvirM is the image of
p´1qnrOCE‚ s ¨ π˚
‘
detT ˚ along the top row of the diagram
K0pCE‚q
τ

ρ˚ // K0p rCq
τ

// K0
`
C
Z˚{ rC˘
τ

?
det Λ˚ρ ¨
0˚, loc
Λ*ρ, rτ |Z*
// K0pĂMq
τ

ρ˚ // K0pMq
τ

A˚pCE‚q
tdpTρq¨ρ˚ // A˚p rCq // A˚`CZ˚{ rC˘ σX
0 !, loc
Λ*ρ, rτ |Z*
// A˚pĂMq ρ˚ // A˚pMq.
We explain the notation and maps. We use ρ to denote any basechange of
the flat map ρ : ĂM Ñ M of (13) such as rC :“ ρ˚CE‚ Ñ CE‚ . Recall Λρ
denotes the canonical maximal isotropic in the pull back of E. We suppress
some pullback maps for clarity, so Λρ Ă E makes sense on ĂM or rC (which
one should be clear from the context). Since rC is a subscheme of (the
pull back of) E, it inherits a tautological section rτ of E. Projecting this
to E{Λρ – Λ˚ρ gives the section rτ˚ whose zero locus we denote Z˚ Ă rC.
The second horizontal arrows are the specialisation maps defined by the
deformation of rC to the normal cone of Z˚ Ă rC,rC ///o/o/o C
Z˚{ rC .
This normal cone embeds in (the pullback of) Λ˚ρ |Z˚ on which rτ factors
through Λρ Ă E and so defines a cosection rτ |Z˚ : Λ˚ρ |Z˚ Ñ OZ˚ . The
third horizontal arrows use this to define the pullback 0˚
Λ*ρ
and intersection
0!
Λ*ρ
cosection-localised to the zero locus ĂM of rτ |Z˚ by [KL2] and [KL1]
respectively. Finally, we use Q coefficients throughout, and the vertical
maps are the τ maps of (87).
The first square of the diagram commutes by [Fu, Theorem 18.2(3)]
(since ρ is flat), the second by [Fu, Example 18.3.8] and the fourth by the
Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem of [Fu, Theorem 18.2(1)] (since ρ is
proper). By [KL2, Equation 5.21] the third commutes on setting
σ :“ ch
?
det Λ˚ρ tdp´Λ˚ρq.
Since tdpF ˚q “ tdpF qchpdetF ˚q for any bundle F we have the identity
(89)
?
tdpF ‘ F ˚q “ tdpF q ch
?
detF ˚.
It follows that
σ “ `?tdE˘´1,
so it is pulled back from M .
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By a similar unravelling of Definitions 4.4 and 3.3 and equations (26, 23),
we get rM svir by starting with24 p´1qn?tdpEqXρ˚rCE‚s in the second group
A˚p rCq and moving along the bottom row of the diagram as far as the fourth
group A˚pĂMq. Then we cap with the class 12n´1h of (14) before applying ρ˚
to give rM svir P A˚pMq. This is the same as starting with
(90) p´1qn
?
tdpEq X rCE‚s
in the first group and moving along to the last one, because tdpTρq plays the
same role as 1
2n´1
h on classes pulled back by ρ˚:
ρ˚
`
tdpTρq X ρ˚a
˘ “ a “ 1
2n´1
ρ˚
`
hX ρ˚a˘.
Here we have used the projection formula and ρ˚tdpTρq “ 1 by Grothendieck-
Riemann-Roch, and we are applying the formula to p´1qn0!, loc
Λ*ρ,rτ |Z*
“
C
Z˚{ rC‰,
which is ρ˚rM svir by Lemma 3.6.
So we now chase p´1qnrOCE‚ s
‘
detT ˚ through the diagram. We use the
following key result of [FG, Proposition 3.1],
τCE‚
“
OCE‚
‰ “ π˚tdpT q X rCE‚s.
Combined with the module property [Fu, Theorem 18.2(2)] of τ this shows
the first vertical map gives
p´1qnch`?detT ˚ ˘tdpT qrCE‚s P A˚pCE‚q.
This is ch
`?
detT ˚
˘
tdpT q?tdpEq´1X(90), so across the bottom of the dia-
gram it maps to
ch
`?
detT ˚
˘
tdpT q
?
tdpEq´1 X rM svir P A˚pMq.
Applying (89) to F “ T shows this is?
tdpT ‘ T ˚q
?
tdpEq´1 X rM svir “
?
tdpE‚q X rM svir. 
7. Torus localisation
Let T :“ C˚ be the one dimensional algebraic torus. If T acts on a scheme
Y then it is elementary to do everything in this paper in T-equivariant Chow
(co)homology, for instance by replacing Y by the Y -bundle Y ˆ
T
pCN`1rt0uq
over the finite dimensional approximation PN to the classifying space BT
(and taking the limit as N Ñ 8). In particular we have T-equivariant
versions of the (localised) Edidin-Graham classes and square root Gysin
operators, satisfying the identities proved in Section 3.
So now suppose T acts on a quasi-projective Calabi-Yau 4-fold pX,OX p1qq
preserving the holomorphic 4-form. Thus it acts on any moduli space M of
compactly supported sheaves on X by pull back of sheaves. There is a lifting
of the T action to the (twisted) universal sheaf E by [Ri, Proposition 4.3].
Thus the complex of (untwisted) sheaves E (39) is also T-equivariant, as
24The twist by
?
tdpEq is there to cancel the σ term.
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is the obstruction theory At : E Ñ LM given by the Atiyah class of E [Ri,
Theorem 4.4]. The orientation on E is a Z{2 choice; since T is connected it
must preserve it.
Since each step of Proposition 4.1 (resolution, truncation, Serre duality,
etc) can be done T-equivariantly, we get a T-equivariant self-dual 3-term
complex of locally free sheaves E‚ and a map in DpMq,
(91) E‚ “  T Ñ E Ñ T ˚( ÝÑ LM
resolving At : E Ñ LM , with E “ pE, q, oq a T-equivariant SOp2n,Cq bun-
dle.25 The cone CE‚ Ă E is also T-equivariant, so we get a lift of the virtual
cycle (55) to equivariant homology,
rM svir :“
b
0!E
“
CE‚
‰ P AT1
2
vd
`
M,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
.
The restriction of E‚ to ι : MT ãÑM splits into fixed and moving parts,
ι˚E‚ “ E‚f ‘ pNvirq_,
which are also self-dual 3-term complexes of locally free sheaves,
E‚f “
 
T f Ñ Ef Ñ pT f q˚(,
pNvirq_ “  Tm Ñ Em Ñ pTmq˚(.
The duality on Nvir pairs weights w ą 0 with weights ´w ă 0, so r :“
rankNvir is even26 and detNvir is canonically trivial. Thus it has a canonical
orientation, and the orientation on E‚ induces one on E‚f . We thank Davesh
Maulik for this observation.
By [GP, Proposition 1] the induced map E‚f Ñ LMT is an obstruction
theory. Together with the orientation on E‚f this therefore induces a virtual
cycle on the fixed locus by (55),
(92)
“
MT
‰vir “ b0!
Ef
“
CE‚
f
‰ P AT1
2
pvd´rq
`
MT,Z
“
1
2
‰˘
.
The complex dimension 12 pvd´rq of this cycle can vary from one connected
component of MT to another along with that of
(93)
?
e
T
pNvirq :“ eTpT
mq?
e
T
pEmq P A
r{2
T
`
MT,Q
˘“
t´1
‰
.
Here we have used the fact that Tm and Em split into weight spaces all
of whose weights are nonzero, so the equivariant Chow cohomology classes
e
T
pTmq, ?e
T
pEmq and ?e
T
pNvirq are all invertible once we localise by in-
verting t “ c1ptq, where t is the standard one dimensional representation of
T. Using (20) it is elementary to show that (93) is independent of choices;
since we do not strictly need this we leave the details to the reader.
25We assume that vd (5) is even since otherwise rMsvir “ 0.
26It is important to note — especially when interpreting the formulae (92, 93) — that
r need not be a constant but can vary from one connected component of MT to another.
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Theorem 7.1. We can localise rM svir to ι : MT ãÑM by
rM svir “ ι˚
“
MT
‰vir
?
e
T
pNvirq P A
T
1
2
vd
pM,Qq“t´1‰.
Proof. We follow [GP, Section 3]. The usual construction of the moduli
spaceM as a GIT quotient of an open set in a Quot scheme (of an equivariant
compactification of X) can be done T-equivariantly since OXp1q is a T-
linearised line bundle. Thus GIT endows M with a T-linearised ample line
bundle OM p1q. For large N " 0 there is a T-equivariant finite dimensional
linear system V Ă H0pOM pNqq inducing a T-equivariant embedding M ãÑ
P :“ PpV ˚q into a smooth T-variety P . The T-fixed locus i : PT ãÑ P is
also smooth and so regularly embedded (but with codimension c which can
vary from one connected component to another). It fits into a Cartesian
diagram
(94) MT

  ι // M

PT
  i // P.
Furthermore, by Proposition 4.1 we may assume that the map E‚ Ñ LM of
(91) is represented by a T-equivariant surjection of complexes
T // E //

T ˚

I{I2 d // ΩP |M .
In particular, TP |M Ñ T is injective over M .
By [Kr, Theorem 5.3.5], for instance,
(95) ι˚ : A
T
˚ pMT,Qq
“
t´1
‰ „ÝÝÑ AT˚ pM,Qq“t´1‰
is an isomorphism, so we may write rM svir “ ι˚a for some a P A˚pMTq.
Then by [Fu, Corollary 6.3],
(96) i!rM svir “ i!ι˚a “ eTpNPT{P q X a,
where i! is the refined Gysin map associated to the Cartesian diagram (94).
Splitting NPT{P into weight spaces, all its weights are nonzero, so eTpNPT{P q
is invertible. Thus we get the standard localisation formula
(97) ι˚
˜
i!rM svir
e
T
pNPT{P q
¸
“ ι˚a “ rM svir.
We split TP |PT “ T fP ‘TmP into fixed and moving parts, where TmP “ NPT{P .
Substituting in the definition (55) of rM svir now gives
(98) rM svir “ ι˚
i!
b
0!E rCE‚s
e
T
pTmP q
(38)“ ι˚
b
0!ι˚E i
!rCE‚s
e
T
pTmP q
,
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where the isotropic cone CE‚ Ă E is defined from the intrinsic normal cone
CM by (49). Since CM is by definition the stack quotient CM{P
L
TP |M we
see from (49) that
(99) CE‚ “
CM{P ‘ T
TP |M ,
where we take the diagonal action of TP |M . Expanding our Cartesian dia-
gram to
ι˚CM{P //

CM{P

MT

  ι // M

PT
  i // P,
Vistoli’s rational equivalence [Vi] implies
(100) i!
“
CM{P
‰ “ “CMT{PT‰ in AT˚ `ι˚CM{P ˘,
as in [GP, Equation 15], or the equation before Proposition 3.3 in [BF].
Thus
(101) i!
“
CM{P ‘ T
‰ “ “CMT{PT ‘ ι˚T ‰,
by [Fu, Theorem 6.2(b)]. We now quotient by TP |M using the diagram
(102) AT˚`tpCM{P ‘ T q i
!
// AT˚`t´cpι˚CM{P ‘ ι˚T q
AT˚ pCE‚q
q˚ ≀
OO
i ! // AT˚´cpι˚CE‚q.
q˚≀
OO
Here q : CM{P ‘ T Ñ CE‚ is an affine bundle of dimension t :“ rankTP |M ,
giving the vertical isomorphisms by [Kr, Corollary 2.5.7]. Since q is flat, the
diagram commutes by [Fu, Theorem 6.2(b)]. By (99) and (101) we find
(103) q˚i!
“
CE‚
‰ “ “CMT{PT ‘ ι˚T ‰.
We would like to deform CMT{PT ‘ ι˚T to something invariant under the
action of TP |MT “ T fP ‘ TmP in order to apply pq˚q´1 to both sides.27 To do
this we may assume, without loss of generality, that the inclusion TmP ãÑ Tm
is split. This is an application of the Jouanolou trick [J], as used in [GT,
Section 1.1] for instance, replacing MT by a affine variety on which all
extensions split automatically. That is, there is an affine varietyĄMT ÝÑMT
27Alternatively one can work entirely “upstairs” on CMT{PT ‘ ι˚T via an analogue of
[GP, Lemma 1].
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which is an affine bundle over MT. It is therefore a homotopy equivalence
inducing an isomorphism on Chow groups [Kr, Corollary 2.5.7], so any re-
lation we prove in the Chow group upstairs also holds downstairs on MT.
The splitting Tm Ñ TmP induces a map f : Tm Ñ ι˚CM{P . Deforming
the inclusion
CMT{PT ‘ T f ‘ Tm ãÝÑ ι˚CM{P ‘ T f ‘ Tm
by t.f , for t P C, gives a rational equivalence from (103) at t “ 0 to a
TP |MT-invariant cycle at t “ 1. Thus (103) becomes
(104) q˚i!
“
CE‚
‰ “ q˚ „CMT{PT ‘ ι˚T
TP |MT

,
where on the right the Tm in ι˚T embeds in ι˚CM{P ‘ ι˚T via pf, 1q instead
of p0, 1q. Thus the same relation is true with q˚ removed. So by Proposition
3.7, (98) has now become
ι˚
b
0!
Ef
„
C
MT{PT
‘T f
T
f
P
b
0!Em
”
Tm
Tm
P
ı
e
T
pTmP q
“ ι˚
b
0!
Ef
“
CE‚
f
‰?
e
T
pEmqeTpTmP q
e
T
pTmq
e
T
pTmP q
.
On the right we have used Proposition 3.8 to writeb
0!Em rKs “
b
0!
KK{K
“
0KK{K
‰ “ ?e
T
pKK{Kq (20)“ ?e
T
pEmqLepKq,
where K “ Tm{TmP Ă Em. Thus by (92),
rM svir “ ι˚
“
MT
‰vir?
e
T
pEmq
e
T
pTmq “ ι˚
“
MT
‰vir
?
e
T
pNvirq . 
By working in T-equivariant K-theory we can get a similar localisation
result for the twisted virtual structure sheaf (83), i.e. a square-rooted ana-
logue of the more standard virtual localisation formula in K-theory [Qu].
We define
?
e
T
pNvirq :“ eTpT
mq?detTm?
e
T
pEmq .
Theorem 7.2. We can localise pOvirM to ι : MT ãÑM by
pOvirM “ ι˚ pOvirMT?
e
T
pNvirq P K
T
0 pMq bZrt,t´1s Qptq.
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 7.1 closely, highlighting the differ-
ences. We suppress the coefficients Qptq throughout. These are chosen so
that (1) the operator Λ‚N˚b is invertible on KT0 pMTq when N P K0TpMTq
has all of its T-weights nonzero, and (2) the following K-theoretic analogue
of the localisation formula (95) holds,
ι˚ : K
T
0 pMTq „ÝÝÑ KT0 pMq,
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by [EG2, Theorem 3.3(a)]. The refined Gysin map i! : K0pMq Ñ K0pMTq
of [Lee, Section 2.1] satisfies
i!ι˚ “ Λ‚N˚PT{P
ˇˇ
MT
b .
This is the K-theoretic analogue of (96), so the argument there gives the
following replacement for (97),
ι˚
˜
i! pOvirM
Λ‚N˚
PT{P
ˇˇ
MT
¸
“ pOvirM .
Splitting TP |PT “ T fP‘TmP into fixed and moving parts, where TmP “ NPT{P ,
and substituting in the definition (83) of pOvirM now gives
(105) ι˚
i!
a
0˚E
“
OCE‚
‰ ¨ ?detT ˚
e
T
pTmP q
“ ι˚
a
0˚ι˚E i
!
“
OCE‚
‰
e
T
pTmP |M q ¨
?
detT
by the K-theoretic analogue i!
a
0˚E “
a
0˚ι˚E i
! (82) of (38).
From [Lee, Lemma 2] we get the following K-theoretic analogue of Vis-
toli’s rational equivalence (100),
i!
“
OCM{P
‰ “ “OC
MT{PT
‰ P KT0 pι˚CM{P q.
And the K-theoretic analogue of (102) is the isomorphism KT0 pAq – KT0 pBq
of [CG, Theorem 5.4.17] when AÑ B is a T-equivariant affine bundle. Thus
the same arguments as before show the analogue of (104), namely i!
“
OCE‚
‰
is the structure sheaf of
CMT{PT ‘ ι˚T
ι˚TP |M “
CMT{PT ‘ T f
T
f
P |M
‘ T
m
TmP |M
inside Ef ‘ Em. Therefore (105) becomes
pOvirM “ ι˚
a
0˚
Ef
“
OCE‚
f
‰a
0˚Em
“
OTm{Tm
P
|
M
‰
e
T
`
TmP |M
˘ ¨ ?detT
“ ι˚
pOvir
MT
?
detT f
?
e
T
pEmq eTpTmP |M q
e
T
pTmq
e
T
`
TmP |M
˘?
detT
“ ι˚
pOvir
MT
?
e
T
pEmq
e
T
pTmq?detTm
“ ι˚
pOvir
MT?
e
T
pNvirq ,
where the second equality follows from applying (86) and (85) to the isotropic
K :“ Tm{TmP Ă Em. 
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Remark 7.3. This allows us to define invariants for X (and so M) quasi-
projective, so long asM parameterises compactly supported sheaves andMT
is compact. Over rM svir we integrate insertions which lift to the equivariant
cohomology of M . Or in K-theory we lift the natural invariant χp pOvirM q to
its equivariant T-character in Zrt, t´1s (the equivariant K-theory of a point).
The localisation theorems show the results are invariant under deformations
through other T-varieties satisfying the same conditions.
Finally we note that over Q the two localisation formulae are equivalent
under the Riemann-Roch map of Section 6. Firstly one can show that for
any SOp2n,Cq bundle F ,
(106) chp?epF qq “
?
tdpF q´1?epF q
by working on the cover (13) with the maximal isotropic Λρ, where it quickly
reduces to the identity cnpΛρq “ chpΛ‚Λ˚ρq tdpΛρq. From this a calculation
gives
ch
`?
e
T
pNvirq˘ “ ?eTpNvirq?
tdpNvirq .
By (106) we have
τ
MT
˜ pOvir
MT?
eTpNvirq
¸
“
?
tdpNvirq X
τ
MT
´ pOvir
MT
¯
?
eTpNvirq .
Applying Theorem 6.1 to MT, with virtual tangent bundle Ef‚ , this gives
τ
MT
˜ pOvir
MT?
eTpNvirq
¸
“
?
td
`
Em‚
˘?
td
`
Ef‚
˘X “MT‰vir?
eTpNvirq
“
?
tdpE‚q X
“
MT
‰vir
?
eTpNvirq .(107)
8. Local Calabi-Yau 4-folds
We thank Yukinobu Toda for suggesting we study the example of local
Calabi-Yau 4-folds X “ KY , i.e. canonical bundles of 3-folds Y . These
have already been treated in [CL, DSY] by conjecturing the form of the
Borisov-Joyce virtual cycle in this case. We show briefly how to prove these
conjectures for our virtual cycle. When combined with the sequel [OT2] this
makes many of the results in those papers rigorous.
The correct abstract setting is to start with a projective schemeM with a
perfect obstruction theory At : F ‚ Ñ LM . Writing F ‚ as a 2-term complex
of vector bundles F´1 Ñ F 0 we get the Behrend-Fantechi cone j : CF ‚ ãÑ F1
(49), whose intersection with the zero section 0F1 ,
(108) 0!F1
“
CF ‚
‰ “ rM svir,
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defines the usual Behrend-Fantechi virtual cycle of M . Intersecting in K-
theory instead, then twisting by a square root28 of Kvir :“ detF ‚ gives the
twisted virtual structure sheaf
(109) pOvirM “ 0˚F1“OCF‚ ‰bK 12vir.
The p´2q-shifted cotangent bundle of pM,F ‚q is the same scheme M with
the different, non-perfect, obstruction theory
(110) E‚ :“ F ‚ ‘ F‚r2s pAt,0qÝÝÝÝÝÑ LM .
Here E‚ “ tF0 Ñ F´1 ‘ F1 Ñ F 0u is a self-dual 3-term complex of vector
bundles. Both E‚ and F´1 ‘ F1 carry a canonical orientation by (12).29
Therefore M inherits a new virtual cycle from Definition 4.4. We recall
its construction. The procedure of Section 4.3 uses the truncation τE‚ “
tF´1 ‘ F1 Ñ F 0u. Since the arrow is zero on the second summand F1, the
prescription (49) gives the cone
CF ‚
  pj,0q // F1 ‘ F´1 “ E1
lying in the maximal isotropic F1 Ă E1. Therefore the virtual cycle of
Definition 4.4 is
(111)
b
0!
F1‘F´1
“
CF ‚
‰ (31)“ 0!F1“CF ‚‰ “ rM svir.
Similarly we find the virtual structure sheaf (83) isb
0˚
F1‘F´1
“
OCF‚
‰ ¨ ?detF 0 (81)“ 0˚F1“OCF‚ ‰ ¨adetpF´1q˚ ¨ ?detF 0
“ 0˚F1
“
OCF‚
‰ ¨ ?detF ‚ “ 0˚F1“OCF‚ ‰ ¨aKvir .(112)
That is, the virtual cycle and virtual structure sheaf of the p´2q-shifted
cotangent bundle of pM,F ‚q recover the original virtual cycle (108) and the
usual Nekrasov-Okounkov-twisted virtual structure sheaf (109).
This abstract situation arises in nature by letting M “ MY be a projec-
tive moduli space of stable sheaves of fixed total Chern class on a smooth
projective 3-fold Y with degKY ă 0. This condition ensures the standard
obstruction theory
F ‚ “ τď0`RHomπY pE , Eq_r´1s˘ AtYÝÝÝÝÑ LMY
of MY , based on Ext
˚
Y pE,Eq at E P MY , is perfect because Ext3Y pE,Eq “
HomY pE,E b KY q˚ “ 0. (It is also possible to handle the case that Y is
Calabi-Yau by using the trace-free obstruction theory Ext˚Y pE,Eq0.) Here
28Nekrasov-Okounkov show such a square root exists [NO, Section 6.2]. By Lemma
5.1 any choice equals
‘
Kvir once we invert 2 in our coefficients.
29It would be nice to know the relationship between this orientation and those con-
structed for noncompact Calabi-Yau 4-folds in [Bo].
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AtY is the Atiyah class of the (twisted) universal sheaf E over πY : Y ˆMY Ñ
MY as in [HT, Equation 4.2].
Now let X “ KY with zero section i : Y ãÑ X. Let MX denote the
moduli space of compactly supported sheaves on X “ KY with the same
Chern classes as i˚E for E P MY . Since Li˚i˚ “ id ‘ K´1Y r1s, adjunction
shows that
ExtiXpi˚E, i˚Eq “ ExtiY pE,Eq ‘ Exti´1Y pE,E bKY q.
Done in a family over moduli space this shows that i˚ : MY Ñ MX is an
isomorphism of schemes,30 and that the virtual cotangent bundle of MX is
E‚ :“ τ r´2,0s`RHomπ
X
pi˚E , i˚Eq_r´1s
˘ “ F ‚ ‘ F‚r2s.
Moreover the standard obstruction theory given by the Atiyah class map
[HT, Equation 4.2],
E‚ “ F ‚ ‘ F‚r2s AtXÝÝÝÝÑ LMX ,
is shown in [DSY, Proposition 3.2] to be precisely pAtY , 0q. Thus we are
in the situation of (110) with MX being the p´2q-shifted cotangent bundle
of MY . We conclude from (111, 112) that our virtual cycle (55) for MX is
the same as the 3-fold virtual cycle [Th2] for MY , and our virtual structure
sheaf (83) is just the Nekrasov-Okounkov-twisted 3-fold virtual structure
sheaf:
rMX svir “ rMY svir, pOvirMX “ pOvirMY .
So for local Calabi-Yau 4-folds X “ KY the 4-fold theory reduces to the
now classical 3-fold theory of Y .
9. Gauge theoretic motivation
On a complex manifold X, consider holomorphic bundles which are topo-
logically isomorphic to a fixed C8 bundle F . From a gauge theory point of
view we study them as B operators on F satisfying the integrability condition
(113) B2 “ 0 P Ω0,2pEndF q,
all modulo the action of the gauge group of C8 automorphisms of the bundle.
In dimensions greater than three this set-up has “Fredholm index” ´8: the
problem is over-determined. We could try to throw away infinitely many
of the equations (113) by noting, by the Bianchi identity, that they take
values in the kernel of B : Ω0,2pEndF q Ñ Ω0,3pEndF q, but this need not be
a vector bundle — its rank can jump as we vary the B-operator.
Equivalently, from an algebro-geometric point of view, the deformation
and obstruction spaces H ipEndF q “ ExtipF,F q, i “ 1, 2, do not fit together
to form a “perfect obstruction theory” over the moduli space of holomorphic
bundles since the higher obstruction groups Hě3pEndF q “ Extě3pF,F q
need not vanish.
30If instead we consider stable pairs on X, these are not pushed forward from Y , so the
analysis is different. The results are much the same, however [CMT2, Proposition 3.3].
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Let pX,Ωq now be a Calabi-Yau 4-fold with a holomorphic p4, 0q-form Ω.
Then Ω0,2pEndF q carries a gauge-invariant complex quadratic form
(114) qp ¨ , ¨ q “
ż
X
trp ¨ ^ ¨ q ^ Ω.
There is an obvious topological obstruction to the existence of a holomorphic
structure on F ,
(115)
ż
X
p1pF q ^ rΩs “ 0
since the left hand side is proportional to the integral of tr B2 ^ Ω. So we
are only interested in C8 bundles F satisfying (115). By construction this
condition is equivalent to B2 P Ω0,2pEndF q being isotropic with respect to
q. So we are in the model situation described in (1), with an ambient space
(of B-operators modulo gauge), a bundle with quadratic form over it, and
an isotropic section
(116) s “ B2, qps, sq “ 0,
cutting out the moduli space of integrable B-operators or, equivalently, holo-
morphic bundles31 on X.
Now give X its Ricci-flat metric, and endow F with a hermitian metric.
Then there is a complex anti-linear Hodge star operator
(117) r˚ :“ ˚p ¨ ^ Ωq
on Ω0,2pEndF q, where ˚ is the usual Hodge star and ¨ denotes complex
conjugation on forms tensored with hermitian transpose in EndF . Sincer˚2 “ id, it splits Ω0,2 into real (not complex) ˘1 eigenspaces
Ω0,2pEndF q “ Ω0,`pEndF q ‘ Ω0,´pEndF q.
These are maximal positive (respectively negative) definite real subspaces
for the quadratic form q, which restricts to the L2 hermitian metric on
Ω0,` and its negative on Ω0,´. Splitting the section (116) accordingly into
s “ s` ‘ s´, the isotropic condition (116) becomes the identity
}s`}2 ´ }s´}2 “ 0
on their L2-norms. Therefore }s}2 “ }s`}2 ` }s´}2 equals 2}s`}2 so
s “ 0 ðñ s` “ 0,
just as in (4). That is, we are led to consider “half” of the equations (113)
by projecting them to Ω0,`pEndF q,
(118)
`B2 ˘` “ 0 P Ω0,`pEndF q.
31One can also handle sheaves by spherically twisting them about OXp´Nq, N " 0,
as in [JS, Section 8] to make them into bundles.
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Then we have recovered the standard result (see [Th1, page 28] for instance)
that solutions are the same as solutions of the original equations (113),
(119) B2 “ 0 ðñ `B2 ˘` “ 0
when the topological condition (115) holds.
Unlike the overdetermined equations (113), the equations (118) are el-
liptic modulo gauge, forming part of the SUp4q instanton equations [DT].
Therefore they have the advantage of endowing M with a Kuranishi struc-
ture and so a virtual cycle, as shown by Borisov-Joyce. Since the equations
(118) are real rather than holomorphic they have to use real derived geome-
try [BJ]. (In reality they use finite dimensional local models (1) projected to
a real subbundle ER of E in place of the infinite dimensional gauge theory
approach.)
Deformation complex. Linearising the the action of the gauge group and
the Newlander-Nirenberg equations (113) at a fixed integrable B-operator
gives the first line of the elliptic complex
0 ÝÑ Ω0pEndEq BÝÝÑ Ω0,1pEndEq BÝÝÑ Ω0,2pEndEq
BÝÝÑ Ω0,3pEndEq BÝÝÑ Ω0,4pEndEq ÝÑ 0.
The existence of the second line is what makes the equations overdeter-
mined. But the whole complex is self-dual, with sections of Ω0,i being dual
to sections of Ω0,4´i by integrating against the holomorphic p4, 0q-form Ω.32
Via (117) we can split the complex into two halves, both of which are also
elliptic. The first is
0 ÝÑ Ω0pEndEq BÝÝÑ Ω0,1pEndEq B
`
ÝÝÝÑ Ω0,`pEndEq ÝÑ 0.
This is the deformation complex of the equations (118). Its exactness is
what makes Borisov-Joyce theory work. It is the real analogue of Donald-
son theory on a real 4-manifold, where the deformation complex of the asd
equations is half of the elliptic complex governing flat connections.
In this paper we halve the equations in a different way, effectively by inter-
secting the graph of the isotropic section B2 of Ω0,2pEndEq with a choice of
maximal isotropic subbundle of Ω0,2pEndEq instead of either of the maximal
real definite subbundles Ω0,˘pEndEq. Since this choice breaks the SUp4q
symmetry of the problem it makes it less likely to have gauge-theoretic mo-
tivation in general, although Nikita Nekrasov pointed out that one can think
of working on the cover ĂM of (13) as averaging over all maximal isotropics
— which is SUp4q invariant — and is reminiscent of the twistor approach
to solving gauge theory equations (replacing the twistor space of complex
structures by the orthogonal Grassmannian of maximal isotropics).
32This gives both the quadratic form (114) and the Serre duality ExtipE,Eq˚ –
Ext4´ipE,Eq so crucial to this paper.
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